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Summary: Hyperbolic polynomials are a certain class of multi-variate polyno-
mials that display many of the properties that belong to polynomials which arise as
the determinant of a linearly parameterized symmetric matrix. Likewise hyperbol-
icity cones are a certain class of cones that arise from hyperbolic polynomials and
maintain some of important properties of positive semi-definite cones (PSD) includ-
ing, but not limited to, convexity. Yet until now there have been no known matrix
representations of hyperbolicity cones apart from special sub-classes.
We first present a representation of hyperbolicity cones in terms of “positive semi-
definite cones” over a space of super-symmetric abstract matrices. In the process we
also discover a new perspective on some classic identities dating back to Isaac Newton
and earlier in the 17th century. Next, we show two ways in which the above result can
be expressed in terms of real matrices. One method involves symmetric matrices and
the other involves non-symmetric matrices. We explain why it appears that neither
method trumps the other: each has its own advantages, and both methods open up
interesting questions for future research.
In the last chapter we return to our abstract matrices and reveal some fascinating
properties that appear in the 3×3 case. Far from being “just another special case” we
show that these 3×3 abstract matrices have a special connection with self-concordant
barrier functions on arbitrary convex cones, where this latter property is the single
most important concept in modern interior-point theory for convex optimization.
Additionally, the appendix introduces a Matlab Hyperbolic Polynomial Toolbox




The major results in this thesis flow from the key observation that some classic
identities of Newton and Girard can be expressed as “determinant” identities involving
certain super-symmetric abstract matrix structures. To begin with a motivating
example, the reader can easily verify the sensibility (precise definitions will come







a+ b (a, b)
(a, b) a+ b
 = (a+ b)2 − (a2 + b2) = 2!ab,
det

a+ b+ c (a, b, c) (a, b, c)
(a, b, c) a+ b+ c (a, b, c)
(a, b, c) (a, b, c) a+ b+ c
 =
(a+ b+ c)3 + 2(a3 + b3 + c3)− 3(a+ b+ c)(a2 + b2 + c2) = 3!abc.
(1.1)
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2The Newton Girard identities relate two classes of symmetric multivariate func-
tions which play a very significant role in the study of hyperbolic polynomials. Hence
these super-symmetric abstract matrix structures provide powerful tools for repre-
senting hyperbolicity cones.
Chapter 2 begins with an introduction to hyperbolic polynomials, hyperbolicity
cones, and some of their properties relevant to the focus of this thesis.
We then begin to prove some relationships between hyperbolic polynomials, super-
symmetric matrices, and the Newton-Girard identities in Chapter 3. Most signifi-
cantly, we show that every hyperbolic polynomial is precisely the “determinant” of
a super-symmetric matrix (which extends and further generalizes the pattern seen in
the above examples). Moreover, the determinants of the principal submatrices are
precisely the higher order derivatives of the original polynomial. This allows us to
represent hyperbolicity cones as “positive (semi-)definite” super-symmetric matrices.
Next we show two distinct ways to transition from these abstract matrices into
more standard linear algebraic structures. In Chapter 4 we present a general hy-
perbolic cone as a “slice” of a “cone of squares”. In other words, any hyperbolic
cone is an intersection of a linear subspace with a projection of the extreme rays of a
(real) positive semi-definite cone. In Chapter 5 we convert our abstract matrix spaces
into real matrix spaces which are generally non-symmetric, but which nevertheless
maintain the property of having only real eigenvalues. We also show why this result,
despite the inconveniences caused by the lack of symmetry, may still remain valuable
in its own right even if all hyperbolic cones could be represented slices of symmetric
3matrix spaces1.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we delve deeper into the structure of the special case of
abstract 3 × 3 matrices (which are intimately related to hyperbolic polynomials of
degree 3). While the 2 × 2 case corresponds to the well known and very useful
class of second-order cones, it turns out that our “third-order cones” have some very
attractive and intriguing properties as well. Indeed, this 3 × 3 structure is sufficient
to provide new insight into so-called self-concordant barrier functions for arbitrary2
convex cones, which place a crucial role in modern interior point theory for convex
optimization.
Additionally, the appendix introduces a Matlab Hyperbolic Polynomial Toolbox
(HPT) which we have written to implement many of the ideas in this dissertation. We
use the HPT to demonstrate one of our real matrix representations given a non-trivial
hyperbolic polynomial.
Most of the tools and concepts used here fall under the category of linear and
multi-linear algebra. A strong undergraduate level background in those areas is as-
sumed. Though this research was performed with an eye towards hyperbolic program-
ming (optimization), most of this thesis does not require a specific O.R background.
However, for some of the latter theorems and proofs in Chapter 6 it is certainly
helpful to have working knowledge of the basic properties and significance of self-
concordant barrier functions on convex cones. We occasionally make reference to
1I.e., even if the Generalized Lax Conjecture turns out to be true, regarding which see Section
2.3.
2In fact, self-concordant barrier functions are defined on regular convex cones. A regular cone
contains no lines and has non-empty interior. While these conditions sometimes require the inclusion
of technical qualifiers, they are not really restrictive to a completely general theory since, for example,
every non-empty convex cone has a non-empty relative interior [52].
4algebraic and geometric structures such as Euclidean Jordan Algebras, T-Algebras,
symmetric cones, and homogeneous cones, all of which have special relationships with
hyperbolic polynomials and hyperbolicity cones. However, these brief comments are
not essential to the development of this dissertation, therefore we do not build up any
of the background on these topics and instead simply supply citations for the sake of
the interested reader.
Hyperbolic programming is still a very young area of research for the O.R. com-
munity3. Possibly the main reason that very little has been published in this area is
because of the limited number and the limited power of tools that have been avail-
able until now for working with hyperbolicity cones (which we also refer to throughout
simply as hyperbolic cones). It is our hope that the linear algebraic structures which
this dissertation brings to bear on the class of hyperbolic cones will open up many
doors for further research in hyperbolic programming.
3The reader who is familiar with the seminal papers [25, 50] will have the easiest time with,
and the most to gain from, this dissertation. We cite those works frequently and imitate much of





Sections 2.1 and 2.2 introduce definitions, notation, and known facts about hyperbolic
polynomials and their associated hyperbolicity cones. In Section 2.3 we discuss some
open problems on describing the structure of hyperbolicity cones and preview the
progress that this dissertation makes on those problems.
2.1 Introduction to Hyperbolic Polynomials
Let E be a finite dimensional real vector space. The multivariate polynomial p(x) :
E → R is homogeneous of degree r ∈ N if p(tx) = trp(x) for all x ∈ E and all
t ∈ R. A homogeneous polynomial p is hyperbolic in direction e ∈ E if p(e) > 0
and the univariate polynomial λ 7→ p(x − λe) has only real zeros for every x ∈ E .
(There is a more general definition for a non-homogeneous hyperbolic polynomial on a
5
6complex vector space, but the above limited and simpler definition shall be sufficient
for the sake of this dissertation.) Assuming a fixed p, we call these roots λi(x; e),
i = 1, . . . , r, the eigenvalues of x with respect to, or in the direction of, e. We will
assume a prespecified e and drop it from our notation whenever possible.
Example Let E = Hr(F) where F is the field of complex (or real) numbers and Hr is
the set of Hermitian r× r matrices over F. Say that p(x) = det(x) for x ∈ E , and e is
the identity matrix in Hr(F). Then p is hyperbolic in direction I because det(I) > 0
and det(x− λI) has only real eigenvalues for any x ∈ E .
The above example serves to illustrate a significant motivating factor behind the
interest that hyperbolic polynomials have begun to gain in the optimization commu-
nity (see e.g., [25, 50, 62]). In this context, functions of the form F (x) = − ln p(x)
not only provide a large class of self-concordant barrier functions of convex cones (as
defined in [43]; see Section 6.3 below), but moreover retain some of the additional im-
portant properties (see [25]) that belong to log determinant barrier functions defined
on symmetric cones (or equivalently, self-scaled cones) [41, 42, 29, 54]. The “determi-
nant” spoken of here is defined with respect to the corresponding Euclidean Jordan
Algebra (for background see [19, 20]). Since optimization over these symmetric cones
is especially conducive to efficient (long-step primal-dual) methods (e.g., [12, 55, 56]),
optimizers are naturally very interested in sub-classes of barrier functions that share
at least some of the special properties that belong to F (x) = − ln det(x). We will now
illustrate one such property that extends from determinants of semi-definite matrices
to hyperbolic polynomials in general.
7Example The definitions are the same as in our previous example. Furthermore, let
F (x) = − ln det(x) for x  0. We write F (j)(x) for the jth order (Fre´chet) derivative
of F at x, and write F (j)(x)[y0, y1, . . . , yk], k ≤ j, for the symmetric multi-linear map
F (j)(x) evaluated along y0 × y1 × · · · × yk (for background see [22]). Now, for any
y ∈ E we know
F ′(x) = −x−1, F ′′(x)[y] = x−1yx−1, F ′′′(x)[y, y] = −2x−1yx−1yx−1, . . . ,
F (j)(I)[
j−1︷ ︸︸ ︷









The latter scalar equation extends directly to hyperbolic polynomials1 by virtue of the
following proposition. This proposition is at the center of our results in this chapter
because it links symmetric power functions of the eigenvalues of y with a multi-linear
form over y.
Proposition 2.1.1 [25] Let F (x) = − ln p(x) be defined on the domain K0 (analo-
gous to x  0, see next section). For any y ∈ E and any j ∈ N,
F (j)(e)[
j︷ ︸︸ ︷





1In fact, the former equations also have meaningful hyperbolic analogues, as implied by some of
the results later in this dissertation. However, that is not our concern at this point.
8is a j-linear form on E.
Proof The infinite Fre´chet differentiability of F at e follows from the (obvious) same
property for the multi-variate polynomial p. The equivalence claimed in the propo-
sition is just equation (16) in [25]. However, since this proposition is crucial to
everything that follows, we reproduce here the main ideas behind the proof for the
sake of completeness.
If λi(y) is an eigenvalue of p in direction e, then clearly 1 + tλi(y) is an eigenvalue
of e + ty in direction e by the definition of eigenvalues and the homogeneity of p.
Since a polynomial is determined by its roots, we have





































y, . . . , y] = f (j)(0).
The following lemma, which we list for future reference, can be viewed as an
expression of the (well-known) correspondence between homogeneous polynomials
and symmetric tensors.









x, . . . , x]
(r − i)! =
p(r)[
r−i︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x,
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
y, . . . , y]
i!(r − i)!
for any 0 ≤ i ≤ r, where p(r) ≡ p(r)(a) for any a ∈ E.






y, . . . , y]
ti
i!









The first equality is the result of equating like terms in powers of t. In particular,










y, . . . , y] as itself an r − i degree homogeneous polynomial in x and
invoking this latter identity provides the second claimed equality.
2.2 Introduction to Hyperbolicity Cones
Every hyperbolic polynomial p : E → R in direction e of degree r determines an open
hyperbolic(ity) cone K0(p; e) ⊆ E which can be described in a number of equivalent
ways [50]:
1. K0(p; e) = {x : λi(x; e) > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ r},
2. K0(p; e) is the connected component of {x : p(x) > 0} which contains e,
3. K0(p; e) = {x : p(j)(x)[
j︷ ︸︸ ︷
e, . . . , e] > 0, j = 1, . . . , r}.
Conversely, the fact that any hyperbolicity cone is determined by a unique (up to
scalar multiplication) “generating” hyperbolic polynomial of lowest degree follows
from Theorem 2.2 in [30] (see the relationship between RZ polynomials and hyperbolic
polynomials in [38]).
Example Continuing our example from the previous section, K0(det; I) = Hr++(F),
the set of positive definite hermitian matrices over F. In this case, item 1 above
is well–known to be one of several equivalent definitions of positive definiteness for
Hermitian matrices. Item 2 then follows from the continuity of zeros of a monic
polynomial as a function of the coefficients. Item 3 can be understood as saying
that all of the coefficients in the polynomial t 7→ det(x + tI) are all positive, thus
guaranteeing that the real zeros ti (= −λi) are all negative.
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We will make use of item 3 several times in this dissertation. Thus we restate
it, together with its closed cone version, below. With the proper supporting facts in
place (Proposition 3.1.1 according to our order of exposition), this result is basically
just an application of Descartes’ Law of Signs.
Theorem 2.2.1
K0(p; e) = {x : p(j)(x)[
j︷ ︸︸ ︷
e, . . . , e] > 0, j = 1, . . . , r} and
K(p; e) = {x : p(j)(x)[
j︷ ︸︸ ︷
e, . . . , e] ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , r}.
Proof See Theorem 20 of [50] and the discussion immediately following that theo-
rem.
We have the following properties for any hyperbolicity cone [50]:
1. K0(p; e) is convex,
2. All faces of K(p; e) ≡ clK0(p; e) are exposed,
3. For any eˆ ∈ K0(p; e), p is hyperbolic in direction eˆ and K0(p; e) = K0(p; eˆ)2 .
Item 1 makes hyperbolic cones of interest in the context of convex programming, but
does not reveal the additional special structure these cones have. More particularly,
item 2 is a property known to not be true of all convex cones but which is true of
certain cones such as Hr++(F) [13, 52]. Item 3 has an enlightening interpretation in
the special case that we have been considering, as discussed below.
2The notation K0(p; e) can still be useful to distinguish this cone from, e.g., the isomorphic yet
distinct cone K0(p;−e). Throughout this dissertation, we either maintain the full notation K0(p; e),
or if p and e are understood we sometimes drop both and simply write K0.
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Example We know Y ∈ Hr++(F) can be written Y = (Y 1/2)2, 0 ≺ Y 1/2 ∈ Hr++(F),
if and only if Y  0, equivalently Y ∈ K0(det, I). Say that indeed Y satisfies this
condition, then det(X − λY ) = det(Y −1/2XY −1/2 − λI) det(Y ) for any X ∈ Hr(F).
Thus λ 7→ det(X−λY ) has all real roots. In other words all generalized eigenvalues of
X in direction Y (call them Y -eigenvalues of X) are real. By Sylvester’s Law of Inertia
the signs of the Y -eigenvalues of X are the same as the signs of the I-eigenvalues of
X [51]. Thus K0(det, I) = K0(det, Y ).
Since a hyperbolic cone in general is not a homogeneous cone (for background
see [24, 59]), its set of automorphisms can not be large enough to expect a complete
extension of Sylvester’s Law. However, property 3 combined with our results in
Chapter 5 leads us to speculate that some form of an analogous result may hold on
the (LSREM) matrix spaces described therein.
2.3 The Lax Conjecture and Generalizations
In 1958 Peter Lax conjectured that any real homogeneous hyperbolic polynomial
p : R3 → R of degree r can be expressed as p(x) = detL(x) where L : R3 → Sr is
a linear map from R3 to the space of real symmetric r × r matrices3. In 2005 the
validity of the so-called Lax Conjecture was established by translating some recent
results from algebraic geometry into the language of hyperbolic polynomials [38, 30].
One piece of evidence supporting the conjecture before it was proven was that the
dimensions of the two spaces in question (hyperbolic polynomials of degree r on R3
3We have rephrased the conjecture in notation consistent with that of this dissertation.
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and three-dimensional slices of Sr) are the same. In contrast, the size of the set of
degree r hyperbolic polynomials on Euclidean spaces of dimension i > 3 exceeds what
could possibly be represented by i dimensional slices of Sr (see Section 4.3). This is
true even for r = 2 as in the example below.
Example For (a, b, c, d) ∈ R4, let p(a, b, c, d) = a2−b2−c2−d2. Then p is hyperbolic
in direction e = (1, 0, 0, 0) as evidenced by the fact that
p(a, b, c, d) = det
 a+ b c+ di
c− di a− b
 .
However, there is no linear map L : R4 → S2 such that p(x) = detL(x).
On the other hand, we can always reinterpret Cn as R2n in which case the param-
eterized complex matrix above leads to L : R4 → S4 given by
L(a, b, c, d) =

a+ b 0 c −d
0 a+ b d c
c d a− b 0
−d c 0 a− b

so that detL(x) = p(x)2. Thus x ∈ K0(p; e) if and only if L(x)  0.
Is every open hyperbolicity cone isomorphic to a slice of a symmetric positive
definite cone which exists in a possibly (much) higher dimensional space? That is
precisely what is proposed in what has come to be known as the Generalized Lax
Conjecture (GLC).
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Conjecture 2.3.1 (Generalized Lax Conjecture) Given any homogeneous polynomial
p : Rn → R which is hyperbolic in direction e, there is a m ∈ N and linear map
L : Rn → Sm such that K0(p; e) = {x : L(x)  0}.
The Generalized Lax Conjecture is mentioned in [27, 50]. Levent Tunc¸el is
recorded as saying that this conjecture “is perhaps one of the most interesting open
problems [in the field of Linear Matrix Inequalities]” [49]. Perhaps the main impli-
cation of GLC to the field of optimization is that it would mean that hyperbolic
programming problems can be solved as SDP (semi-definite programming) problems
for which very efficient algorithms exist. Although GLC is probably the best known
generalization or extension of the Lax conjecture, other modifications naturally exist.
The main theorems of Chapters 3, 4, and 5 in this dissertation present three such
modifications.
The GLC retains the Lax Conjecture requirement of a symmetric real matrix rep-
resentation and relaxes the condition that the determinants of p and its corresponding
matrix exactly match. In contrast, in the above example we observed that we could
still express p as precisely the determinant of a “symmetric” (actually Hermitian)
linearly parameterized matrix if we relaxed the space we were allowed to work in to
H2(C). We know from the theory of Euclidean Jordan Algebras (see [19]) that a
rich supply of hyperbolic polynomials come from (what can be interpreted as) “de-
terminants of symmetric matrices” over quaternions, octonions4, and arbitrarily large
4Restricted to be of size 3× 3.
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Clifford Algebras5. Is it always possible to express a hyperbolic polynomial as a lin-
early parameterized determinant of a “symmetric matrix” over a sufficiently general
space? In Section 3.3 we answer yes.
While theoretically quite interesting, the abstract matrix representations in Sec-
tion 3.3 need accompanying computationally tractable tools in order to be of practical
use. One (perhaps surprising) path in that direction is to relax the GLC statement
to allow our matrix representation to come from a non-symmetric matrix subspace.
It turns out that there quite a large number of real matrix subspaces (which we call
LSREMs) which are not equivalent to real symmetric matrix subspaces and yet which
still retain the property that all elements in the space contain only real eigenvalues.
In fact, we show in Section 5.4 that the collection of such spaces is large enough to
represent all hyperbolicity cones.
Although the generality of LSREMs leads to at least one advantage over symmetric
spaces (as we demonstrate in Section 5.3) there are also disadvantages. Many of the
well known and useful properties of Sr do not fully carry over to LSREMs. Thus it
is good to know that there is another alternative which maintains a closer link to
symmetric matrix spaces and yet does not require the full force of GLC. We call this
the “Lifted Generalized Lax Conjecture” (LGLC) based on [13] (and see again the
comments by Tunc¸el in [49]).
Conjecture 2.3.2 (Lifted Generalized Lax Conjecture) Given any homogeneous poly-
nomial p : Rn → R which is hyperbolic in direction e, there are l,m ∈ N and linear
map L : Rn ⊕ Rl → Sm such that K0(p; e) = {x : ∃u ∈ Rl, L(x, u)  0}.
5Two by two matrices over Clifford Algebras give rise to the set of second order cones.
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As with the GLC, the LGLC would imply that hyperbolic programs can be solved by
SDP. In the case of LGLC some additional primal variables are introduced in order to
describe the feasibility space, even though these variables play no role in the objective
function. In Section 4.2 we provide a theorem which strongly supports the validity of
the Lifted Generalized Lax Conjecture.
Finally, we briefly note that a closely related problem (at least conceptually) is
that of finding the “matrix of a determinant” [6]. That is, if L : Rn → Sr is a linear
parametrization of a symmetric matrix space, and if we are given detL(x), then the
problem is to find a similar linear Lˆ : Rn → Sr such that detL(x) = det Lˆ(x) (we
can’t expect to find the original L in general since it is necessarily not unique). Given
p(x) = detL(x) the methods in this dissertation can in fact find a corresponding
matrix representation, however these representations inevitably exist in a much larger
space than the original Sr. What may appear to be a gross dimensional inefficiency
is in fact unavoidable if we wish to deal with the full set of hyperbolic polynomials,
not just those that arise in the form of detL(x) as above (see Section 4.3). While the
“matrix of determinant” problem is quite interesting, the proof of the Lax Conjecture
warns us that it may likely require very advanced and specialized tools. In contrast,
and in light of the above, it is a pleasant surprise to see that our results below are
only based on basic abstract, linear, and multilinear algebra.
Chapter 3
Abstract Matrix Representation
Section 3.1 reviews the classic Newton-Girard identities and presents a new proof
that follows quite simply from known properties of hyperbolic polynomials. Section
3.2 introduces the abstract matrix notation that we need in Section 3.3 where we
tie the previous sections together with a powerful new representation of hyperbolic
polynomials and cones. The observations in this latter section, in addition to their
own inherent interest, also serve as the main inspiration behind the remaining chapters
of this dissertation.
3.1 Newton-Girard Formulas
A symmetric polynomial is a (multivariate) polynomial that is unchanged by any
permutation of its variables. There are two fundamental1 classes of symmetric poly-
nomials which will be important to us. The power-sum functions for x ∈ Rn are
1By virtue of the well known Fundamental Theorem on Symmetric Polynomials (see, e.g., [18])
and the invertibility of the Newton-Girard identities (as displayed, e.g., in this chapter), both of these







i , j ∈ N, and the elementary symmetric functions are σj(x) =∑
i1<···<ij xi1 · · ·xij . Define ρ0(x) = n, σ0(x) = 1, and σj(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Rn, j > n.
Example Say x ∈ R4, then
σ1(x) = x1 + x2 + x3 + x4, σ2(x) = x1x2 + x1x3 + x1x4 + x2x3 + x2x4 + x3x4,
σ3(x) = x1x2x3 + x1x3x4 + x1x2x4 + x2x3x4, σ4(x) = x1x2x3x4, σ5(x) = 0.
We will write λ(x) to mean a multiset (i.e. an “unordered tuple” or a “set with
multiplicity”) containing all the eigenvalues of p at x in direction e, including multi-
plicity. Note that a symmetric function defined on Rn can just as well be defined on
multisets of elements from R of cardinality n. Therefore we can write σi(λ(x)) and
ρi(λ(x)) without ambiguity.
Proposition 3.1.1 [50] Given a homogeneous polynomial p : E → R of degree r
which is hyperbolic in direction e ∈ E, any x ∈ E, and 0 ≤ i ≤ r,
p(i)(x)[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷




x, . . . , x] = i!p(e)σi(λ(x))
holds for any i ≥ 0.
Proof The first set of equalities are just Proposition 18 in [50] and follow from
elementary principles. The second set of equalities, for 0 ≤ i ≤ r, follow from the
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first set and Lemma 2.1.2. For i > r the derivatives of the degree r polynomial p
clearly vanish, and σi(·) is identically zero by convention when i exceeds the dimension
of the vector passed in (see above).
It would be helpful for the reader to keep in mind that x 7→ p(i)(x)[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
e, . . . , e], x 7→
p(r−i)(e)[
r−i︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x], and x 7→ σr−i(λ(x)) are equivalent functions, up to a scalar multi-
ple. We will switch between them depending on which notation seems most natural
and helpful in the context.
In 1629 Albert Girard discovered a system of identities recursively relating ρ and
σ. Isaac Newton apparently rediscovered these identities around 1666 in ignorance of
the earlier work of Girard. The identities are sometimes called “Newton’s identities”
and sometimes the “Newton-Girard Formulas” (see e.g., [9, 57]).





Not surprisingly, the Newton-Girard identities have been proven in myriad differ-
ent ways over the last 380 years. We will offer a statement and proof of the theorem
in the spirit of hyperbolic polynomials and self–concordant barrier functions.
Proposition 3.1.3 Given a homogeneous polynomial p : E → R which is hyperbolic
in direction e ∈ E, define F (·) = − ln p(·) on K0(p; e), and symmetric multi-linear
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forms (see Proposition 2.1.1)
fi[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x] = (−1)iF
(i)(e)[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x]
(i− 1)! , i ∈ N.











x, . . . , x]
p(j−i)(e)[
j−i︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x]
(j − i)!p(e) .
Proof For any fixed y ∈ K0 and x ∈ E we will abbreviate F ′(y)[x], F ′′(y)[x, x], . . . as
F ′, F ′′, . . . , F (i), . . ., and likewise for p. Then p′ = −F ′p and
p′′ = −F ′′p− F ′p′
p′′′ = −F ′′′p− 2F ′′p′ − F ′p′′
p′′′′ = −F ′′′′p− 3F ′′′p′ − 3F ′′p′′ − F ′p′′′.




















(j − i)!p(e) .
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Setting y = e establishes the theorem. (Note: MacDonald [39] also uses logarithmic
differentiation in his generating function based proof of Newtown-Girard.)
Corollary 3.1.4 (Hyperbolic Newton-Girard) For any j ∈ N, any homogeneous poly-





Proof Use Proposition 3.1.1 and Proposition 2.1.1 to replace expressions in p and f
with expressions in σ and ρ.
Note that if we set E = Rn, p(x) = ∏ni=1 xi, and e ∈ Rn as the vector of all ones,
then λi(x) = xi, and so Theorem 3.1.2 and Corollary 3.1.4 can in fact be viewed as
equivalent statements.
Let V C be the complexification of the real vector space V (see, e.g., [53]). In
other words, elements of V C take the form a + bi where a, b ∈ V and i = √−1.
We view V C as a vector space over C and thus dimR V = dimC V C. A multi-linear
form on V naturally extends to a multi-linear form on V C in the obvious way due to
multi-linearity. We list the following corollary, which can be considered elementary,
for the sake of future reference. The reader desiring rigorous verification may refer to
Chapter 1 of [36], especially Proposition 1.8.
Corollary 3.1.5 Given (real) Euclidean vector space E as well as the rest of the
conditions of Proposition 3.1.3, the thesis of that proposition is also true for any
x ∈ EC (with a “complexified” interpretation of the same multi-linear forms).
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Successively substituting for σ on the right hand side of Newton-Girard and mul-
tiplying by appropriate scalars to clear out fractions we get
σ1 = ρ1 (3.1)
2σ2 = ρ
2
1 − ρ2 (3.2)
6σ3 = ρ
3
1 − 3ρ1ρ2 + 2ρ3 (3.3)
24σ4 = ρ
4
1 − 6ρ21ρ2 + 3ρ22 + 8ρ1ρ3 − 6ρ4. (3.4)
The pattern on the left side is clear. The goal of the remaining sections of this
chapter is to provide a way of expressing the pattern on the right hand side of these
equations, which we do in terms of the super–symmetric abstract matrices that we
previewed in Chapter 1. This apparently new formulation is not only the most concise
expression that we have seen of the “expanded form” of the Newton-Girard identities
(i.e., equations (3.1–3.4) and so on), but also provides deeper insight into the original
(recursive) form. Indeed, this formulation has already proven to be very fruitful as
the inspiration behind the results in the remaining chapters of this dissertation.
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3.2 Determinants of Abstract Matrices
For x ∈ Rn say we interpret x ·x as ρ2(x) =
∑
x2i and x ·x ·x as ρ3(x) =
∑
x3i . Then














where |M | represents the “determinant” of the abstract matrix M .
If we seek to continue this pattern, when we reach r = 4 we must be more
careful about how we define multiplication for the off-diagonal elements. Should
x · x · x · x equal ρ4(x) or ρ2(x)ρ2(x)? In order to arrive at equation (3.4) we need
the right combination of both. A natural way to proceed is to subscript each off-
diagonal element according to its position in the matrix. Then products of the form
x12 · x21 · x34 · x43 or x13 · x24 · x31 · x42 equal ρ2(x)ρ2(x) whereas products of the form





ρ1(x) x x x
x ρ1(x) x x
x x ρ1(x) x
x x x ρ1(x)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
as an accurate way of expressing (3.4).
Now we are ready to formalize this notion of an abstract matrix and its determi-







which we interpret as having a matrix structure with elements from Vij in the (i, j)
th
position of the matrix. Furthermore, assume that the Vij are isomorphic to the
underlying vector space V for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r. Additionally, we assume a fixed
isomorphism φij between each Vij and V so that we can alternatively think of an
element Xij as belonging to Vij or to V as appropriate to the context.
Note that the assumption that all positions in the matrix come from isomorphic
vector spaces can be viewed as a notational convenience and is not nearly as restrictive
as it first might seem. For example, say that we begin with arbitrary vector spaces




j=1 Vij. We could conform
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to the above restriction by proceeding to define












and then subsequently restricting our attention to the appropriate subspace of Vˆ r×r
which is isomorphic to M .
Next we need a way to multiply certain elements of this vector space together
and arrive at a scalar value that is consistent with the 4× 4 example above. We call
f = (f1, f2, . . . , fr) a symmetric multilinear form tuple (SMFT) of length r, where fi
is a symmetric multi–linear i-form on V .
Example Given degree r polynomial p : E → R which is hyperbolic in direction e,
F (·) = − ln p(·), and
fi = (−1)i F
(i)(e)
(i− 1)! , i = 1, . . . , r.
Then by Proposition 2.1.1, fi[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x] = ρi(λ(x)) is a symmetric multi-linear form,
and f = (f1, f2, . . . , fr) is an SMFT on E . Indeed, this SMFT is the main one we will
be interested in through most of this dissertation.
Given SMFT f , any 1 ≤ k ≤ r, distinct 1 ≤ t1, t2, . . . , tk ≤ r, and xt1t2 ∈
Vt1t2 , . . . , xtk−1tk ∈ Vtk−1t1 , xtkt1 ∈ Vtkt1 we define the index cycle scalar product 〈xt1t2 ·
xt2t3 · · · · · xtkt1〉f ≡ fk[xt1t2 , . . . , xtkt1 ]. Since fk is symmetric we likewise allow the
elements in the index cycle scalar product to appear in any order.
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Example
〈x17 · x24 · x41 · x72〉f = f4[x17, x24, x41, x72]
〈x26 · x32 · x63〉f = f3[x26, x32, x63]
〈x58 · x85〉f = f2[x58, x85]
〈x44〉f = f1[x44].




are undefined because the subscripts don’t meet the requirements set forth in the
definition (i.e. the subscripts do not form a cycle).
Let Sr be the set of permutations on {1, . . . , r}. Say we have a pi ∈ Sr and some
xipi(i) ∈ Vipi(i) for i = 1, . . . , r. To complete the definition of our determinant, we need
a index permutation scalar product
〈x1pi(1) · · · · · xrpi(r)〉f → R. (3.5)
A basic fact from the theory of symmetric groups is that any permutation can be
expressed as product of disjoint cycles in an essentially unique way (up to the order
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of the cycles) [17]. Therefore we can likewise uniquely partition {xipi(i)}ri=1 into disjoint
sets such that the subscript indices in each one of the disjoint sets belong to a single
cycle. Now we can define the index permutation scalar product (3.5) as the product
of the index cycle scalar products of these disjoint sets.
Example
〈x14 · x23 · x32 · x45 · x51〉f = f3[x14, x45, x51]f2[x23, x32]
〈x14 · x23 · x32 · x41 · x55〉f = f2[x14, x41]f2[x23, x32]f1[x55]
〈x11 · x23 · x32 · x44 · x55〉f = f2[x23, x32]f1[x11]f1[x44]f1[x55]
〈x13 · x24 · x35 · x41 · x52〉f = f5[x13, x24, x35, x41, x52].
Finally, we can define the determinant of an element of V r×r, given SMFT f , by







sgn(pi)〈X1pi(1) ·X2pi(2) · · · · ·Xrpi(r)〉f
where sgn : Sr → {−1, 1} is the sign(ature) of the permutation.
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 =f1[a]f1[b]f1[c] + f3[d, g, j] + f3[h, f, k]
− f1[a]f2[g, k]− f1[b]f2[f, j]− f1[c]f2[d, h].
Working in V r×r gives us a convenient notation for defining our notion of deter-
minant. However, it also leads to what could be considered some non-intuitive or





looks, to the eye accustomed to standard linear algebra, like a singular, rank one
matrix. However, in our context Detf (M) = f1[x]
2 − f2[x, x] which in general is not




in order (hopefully) to cause less distress to the reader’s mathematical intuition.
Since determinant calculations are the only operation we will perform on V r×r, and
since diagonal elements of our abstract matrices only appear inside of f1[·] in these
calculations, we can indeed henceforth switch to a real diagonal version of V r×r,
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denoted by RD(V r×r), in which the “diagonal” elements of V r×r are replaced with
real scalars2.
Having developed a preliminary treatment of certain abstract matrix structures
and associated SMFTs, our use of these tools in the remaining section of this chapter is
admittedly oriented around the myopic goal of a linearly parameterized abstract ma-
trix representation of Newton-Girard and, consequently, hyperbolicity cones. Though
we use hyperbolic polynomials above to define a special class of SMFTs we don’t, for
example, consider questions of backward correspondence here: what qualities of an
SMFT and abstract matrix structure give rise to hyperbolic polynomials via the Leib-
niz determinant defined in this section? Chapter 6 investigates some such questions
for the special case of V 3×3. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to keep in mind that our
direction at present is the study of the geometry of hyperbolicity cones, and abstract
matrix algebra is a tool we are employing therein, rather than vice versa.
2When working in RD(V r×r), the f1 part of an SMFT may sometimes, but not always, become
irrelevant. For the sake of consistency we maintain the definition of an SMFT as it is.
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3.3 Determinants of Super–Symmetric Abstract Ma-
trices
Lemma 3.3.1 Let f , an SMFT on E of length k, be given. For any s ∈ R, x ∈ E,
1 ≤ j ≤ k we formulate the following
Mj(s, x) =

s x x · · · x
x s x · · · x
...
. . . . . . . . .
...
x · · · x s x
x · · · x x s

∈ RD(E j×j)
and define dj = Detf (M
j(s, x)) with d0 ≡ 1. Then for 1 ≤ j ≤ k























sj−i Detf (Mi(0, x)).
(3.7)
Proof We can factor all permutations pi ∈ Sj as pi1pi2 where pi1 is the disjoint cycle
of pi containing 1. For a fixed i, consider all pi ∈ Sj such that pi1 has length i. If i = 1
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then pi1 = (1)
3, sgn(pi) = sgn(pi2) and
sgn(pi)〈x1,pi(1) · x2,pi(2) · · · · · xj,pi(j)〉f = s sgn(pi2)〈x2,pi(2) · · · · · xj,pi(j)〉f .
The sum of such terms over all possible choices for pi2 is sdj−1.
For i ≥ 2, consider the case when pi1 = (1 2 3 . . . i)4, then
sgn(pi)〈x1,pi(1) · x2,pi(2) · · · · · xj,pi(j)〉 =
(−1)i+1fi[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, x, . . . , x] sgn(pi2)〈x(i+1),pi(i+1) · x(i+2),pi(i+2) · · · · · xj,pi(j)〉f .
The sum of such terms over all possible choices for pi2 is (−1)i+1fi[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, x, . . . , x]dj−i. For
any other choice of pi1 of length i, the sum of the corresponding terms in the Leibniz
determinant formula is the same, and there are P j−1i−1 such choices of pi1. Summing
over all possible choices of pi1 gives (3.6).
On the other hand, we can also factor all pi ∈ Sj as pi1pi2 with pi1, pi2 disjoint, pi1
is a product of length one cycles and pi2 contains no length one cycles.
Consider pi1 = (1) (2) (3) . . . (i). Then
sgn(pi)〈x1,pi(1) · x2,pi(2) · · · · · xjpi(j)〉f =
si sgn(pi2)〈x(i+1),pi(i+1) · x(i+2),pi(i+2) · · · · · xj,pi(j)〉f .
The sum of such terms is siMj−i(0, x). For any other choice of pi1 consisting of i
3That is, pi1(1) = 1.
4That is, pi1(1) = 2, pi1(2) = 3, . . . , pi1(i− 1) = i, pi1(i) = 1.
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length one cycles, the sum of the corresponding terms in the Leibniz determinant





such choices of pi1.
Summing over all possible choices of pi1 with a trivial change of variables gives the
first equality in (3.7), and the last identity follows from d0 ≡ 1 and Detf (M1(0, x)) =
0.
Henceforth, say that we have a fixed hyperbolic polynomial p : E → R in direction
e ∈ E of degree r ∈ N. The following theorem establishes (and further generalizes the
fact) that the pattern we observed in the introduction continues beyond 3 × 3 and
even 4× 4 to arbitrarily large r× r super symmetric matrices. From the perspective
of the first determinant expansion as described in the proof above, we can think of
this theorem as a matrix representation of the Newton–Girard identities. Although
various relationships between matrices and Newton–Girard are known (e.g. [34]),
this interpretation in terms of super-symmetric abstract matrices is, to our knowledge,
new. (Some comments are given on page 65 on the important distinction between our
results and the matrix representation of Newton–Girard in, for example, MacDonald
[39].)
Theorem 3.3.2 Set F = − ln p on K0(p; e), and (again) define an SMFT f on E by
fi[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x] ≡ ρi(λ(x)) = (−1)
iF (i)(e)[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x]
(i− 1)!
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(see Proposition 2.1.1) for all i ∈ N. Define
Mj(f1[x], x) =

f1[x] x x · · · x
x f1[x] x · · · x
...
. . . . . . . . .
...
x · · · x f1[x] x






e, . . . , e]
(r − j)!p(e) = j!σj(λ(x)) = Detf (M
j(f1[x], x))
for j ∈ N. In particular, p(x) = p(e) Detf (Mr(f1[x], x))/r!.




(−1)i+1P j−1i−1 ρi(λ(x)) (j − i)!σj−i(λ(x)).




(−1)i+1P j−1i−1 ρi(λ(x)) dj−i.
The desired result then follows by (strong) induction on j.
A significant step in the development of these RD(Er×r) spaces would be to dis-
cover an appropriate algebraic structure (i.e. a matrix-matrix multiplication) which
is compatible with the notion of determinant defined here. We have investigated this
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question and have some tentative results, yet our work is incomplete and we are not
prepared to address it in this dissertation. Still, in the present context we can make
one contribution that may be helpful in that direction. In the presence of an alge-
braic structure, it may be desirable for the element e ∈ E to act as an identity. In
that case we it would be appealing, and perhaps necessary, for the abstract matrix
representation of e to be the “identity matrix” (all ones along the real diagonal, and
zero vectors in the off-diagonal positions). In the above theorem, the abstract matrix
representation of x ∈ E is Mj(f1[x], x), but Mj(f1[e], e) is certainly not the identity
matrix in the sense mentioned above.
Lemma 2.1.2 implies that p′(e)[e] = rp(e). By assumption p(e) > 0. Therefore
we can decompose E as the direct sum Re ⊕ Y = E where the subspace Y ⊆ E is
the set of all points satisfying p′(e)[Y ] = 0. Now say that for any a ∈ R, y ∈ Y , we
represent x = ae + y ∈ E as Mr(a, y) ∈ RD(Yr×r). (Note that we are overloading
the meaning of Mi to be a mapping from R × V to RD(V i×i) for any vector space
V as understood from the context. In particular, we are alternating between V = E
and V = Y .) Clearly the matrix representation Mr(1, 0) of x = e is the identity
matrix. The question that remains is whether an appropriate choice of SMFT on
Y will preserve desirable properties of the determinant on RD(Yr×r). In the next
theorem and its corollaries we answer in the affirmative5.
Theorem 3.3.3 There exists an SMFT f˜ on Y such that, for any (a, y) ∈ R × Y,
5In fact, the determinant properties on RD(Yr×r) actually seem to be an improvement over
those on RD(Er×r) because the j! term that appeared in Theorem 3.3.2 is removed. That factor
causes trouble, for example, when we try to write out a characteristic polynomial for an element of
RD(Er×r). This is another reason why it is desirable for the representation of e to be the identity
matrix.
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the sum of all j × j principal minors of Mr(a, y) is σj(λ(ae+ y)).

































For 0 ≤ i ≤ d, x 7→ p(i)(x)[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷




x, . . . , x,
i︷ ︸︸ ︷






















y, . . . , y].
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We can use the above equation to establish that ρ1(e) = r. Then













i(a, y)) for 0 ≤ i ≤ j − 1. Then using
(in order) Proposition 3.1.1, equation (3.9), Proposition 3.1.1, equation (3.8), and










































































For the sake of clarity and emphasis we state the following.
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Corollary 3.3.4 For any ae+ y ∈ E,
p(ae+ y) = Detf˜ (M
r(a, y)) = Detf˜

a y y · · · y
y a y · · · y
...
. . . . . . . . .
...
y · · · y a y
y · · · y y a

.
Again, it is interesting to note that the mapping from x to the determinant of
any i × i principal submatrix of Mr(f1[x], x) or Mr(a, y) is precisely (up to a scalar
multiple) the (r − i)th order derivative of p at x (in direction e). We note in passing
that in light of the above observations, the interlacing property of the eigenvalues of
p and its derivatives (see [50]) is reminiscent of the interlacing eigenvalues theorem
for bordered Hermitian matrices (see [33], Theorem 4.3.8).
Finally, define the notation Mr(x) f 0 (f 0) to mean that all principal minors
of Mr(x) are positive (non-negative), with determinants taken using SMFT f .
Corollary 3.3.5 For any x = ae+y ∈ E, a ∈ R, y ∈ Y, the following are equivalent:
• Mr(f1[x], x) f 0,
• Mr(a, y) f˜ 0,
• x ∈ K0(p; e).
Likewise, the following are equivalent:
• Mr(f1[x], x) f 0,
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• Mr(a, y) f˜ 0,
• x ∈ K(p; e).
Proof From the above two theorems and Theorem 2.2.1.
The first part of this last corollary basically states that every open hyperbolicity
cone is a linear slice of an abstract, super–symmetric “positive semi-definite ” cone.
This conclusion sounds very similar to what is proposed in the Generalized Lax Con-
jecture (see Section 2.3). Indeed, although we have not resolved that conjecture, the
findings of this chapter, in addition to their own inherent interest, have inspired the
upcoming sets of results which we believe provide the greatest insight yet into the
structure of arbitrary hyperbolic cones.
The key question at this point is, how do we transition the above corollary involv-
ing abstract matrix spaces into known linear algebraic structures? It is not clear to
us that there is a single best way to do so. Indeed, we now turn our attention, in the
next two chapters, to two distinct answers to that question. In any case, we would
argue that the fact that these super-symmetric formulations do translate into mean-
ingful results in real matrix spaces (e.g. see comments on page 68) is one evidence




Section 4.1 introduces the concepts and notation from multi-linear algebra which are
necessary before we proceed. In Section 4.2 we exhibit a general hyperbolicity cone as
a “slice” of a cone of (bilinear) squares, which in turn can be viewed as a symmetric
matrix representation. The above representation is “efficient” even though it can
grow quite “large” very quickly. This is due to the fact that the space of hyperbolic
polynomials itself is very “large”, which we discuss more rigorously in Section 4.3.
4.1 Some Multilinear Algebra
At this point we need to introduce some concepts and notation from multi-linear
algebra which we will use frequently in the remainder. Let U and V be Euclidean
(such a simplification is sufficient for our present needs) vector spaces over a field
F. The (vector space) tensor product U
⊗
V is the (unique up to isomorphism)
Euclidean vector space of dimension dim(U) dim(V ), which in turn is isomorphic to
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the space of all bilinear functionals on the Cartesian product U × V . Considering
such functionals to be members of the dual space (U
⊗
V )∗, for any choice of u ∈ U
and v ∈ V there is a unique element u⊗v ∈ U⊗V such that B(u, v) = 〈u⊗v,B〉 for
all B ∈ (U⊗V )∗. The mapping ⊗ : U ×V → U⊗V is itself bilinear and is likewise
referred to in its context as the tensor product (of elements from U and V ). It is well
known that {u ⊗ v |u ∈ U, v ∈ V } spans U⊗V . See, for example, [40, 14, 17] for
further background on the material throughout this section.
For any i ∈ N we define
V ×i ≡
i︷ ︸︸ ︷










x⊗ · · · ⊗ x ∈ V ⊗i for x ∈ V.
By convention we say V ⊗0 = F.
It is well known that, for given n, r ≥ 1, the following three spaces can be viewed
interchangeably:
1. Order r symmetric tensors1 of dimension
r︷ ︸︸ ︷
n× · · · × n.
2. Homogeneous polynomials of degree r in n variables.
3. Symmetric multilinear r-forms on n dimensional space.
1Symmetric tensors in V ⊗r can be defined without recourse to a particular basis, for example,
as the span of all x⊗r, x ∈ V . Alternatively, if we have a numerical representation of a tensor as an
r-way array, then a symmetric tensor is one which is invariant over all permutations of the order of
its indices [14].
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In particular, we now wish to specify appropriate isomorphisms so that we can in-
terpret a given object as an element of each of these three sets simultaneously in an
unambiguous manner. In order to do so we fix an inner product on V , above, and
henceforth consider it an inner product space.
Say that we have symmetric tensor T ∈ V ⊗r, and let x be an indeterminate in n
variables (from F). Then
h(x) = T [
r︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x] ≡ T •1 x •2 x · · · •r x ≡ 〈T, x⊗r〉
is a degree r homogeneous polynomial, where •i is the contraction product (inner









x, . . . , x]
defines a symmetric multilinear r-form f on V , where y ∈ V is arbitrary. By the uni-
versal (factorization) property of the tensor product, f extends to a linear functional
from V ⊗r to F. In particular we will overload our notation here and henceforth write
f [x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xr] = f [x1, . . . , xr] (in fact, we will continue to use the bracket notation
T [·] for a tensor contraction in order to keep this equivalence in mind). In that sense
f is a member of the dual space of V ⊗r. However, by virtue of the induced inner
product we have a bijection between V ⊗r and its dual space. Since f [x⊗r] = 〈T, x⊗r〉,
f clearly gets identified with T under this bijection.
2For example, say T = v1⊗ . . .⊗ vr for vi ∈ V , i = 1, . . . r. Then T •i x = 〈vi, x〉v1⊗ . . .⊗ vi−1⊗
vi+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ vr.
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Example Continuing with our hyperbolic polynomial notation from the previous
chapter, we think of p(r)/r! as a symmetric element of E⊗r, p(·) as a homogeneous
polynomial of degree r on E , and p(r)[· · · ]/r! as a symmetric multilinear r-form on E .
These three are equivalent with respect to the conventions dictated above.
Note that h is in general not a symmetric polynomial in the sense of Section
3.1. The “symmetry” in the tensor and r-form interpretation of an object above
carries over to the homogeneous polynomial interpretation simply in the fact that
multiplication of indeterminates in F is commutative (and associative). For exam-
ple the monomial terms x1x2x3 and x3x1x2 are represented in the 123 and the 312
components of the corresponding tensor; since these terms are equivalent the tensor
representation can always be chosen to be symmetric.
A multi-linear i-form on V applied to j ≤ i elements of V results in an (i−j)-form
on V . Equivalently (in the sense above), a contraction (inner) product of a tensor in
V ⊗i with a tensor in V ⊗j is a tensor in V ⊗(i−j). Notationally, we write fi[a1, . . . , aj]
for the (i − j) form which satisfies (fi[a1, . . . , aj])[aj+1, . . . , ai] = fi[a1, . . . , ai]. By
the universal property we also have that fi[a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aj] is the element of V ⊗(i−j)
such that (fi[a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aj])[aj+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ai] = fi[a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ai]. (For definiteness we
assume that contractions occur along the first available indices in order, although for
symmetric tensors, which all of our relevant tensors are, it doesn’t matter.)
In like manner, if j ≥ i the contraction product (assumed to be along the first i
indices) of a tensor in V ⊗i with one in in V ⊗j is a tensor in V ⊗(j−i). We continue
using the same notation in this case. In summary, say that T ∈ V ⊗i and S ∈ V ⊗j for
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arbitrary i, j ∈ N. Then T [S] ∈ V ⊗|i−j| is the contraction product of T and S along
the first min{i, j} indices.
Example Say j ≥ i and
T = t1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ti, t1, . . . , ti ∈ V
S = s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sj, s1, . . . , sj ∈ V, then
T [S] = 〈T, s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ si〉si+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sj
= 〈t1, s1〉 · · · 〈ti, si〉si+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sj.
Alternatively, say T and S are as above except that j ≤ i. Then
T [S] = 〈t1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ tj, S〉tj+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ti
= 〈t1, s1〉 · · · 〈tj, sj〉tj+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ tj.
4.2 Slice of Cone of Squares
The inspiration behind the bilinear product in the following proposition comes from
our attempts to develop a theory of Cholesky-like factors for the abstract matrix
Mj(f1[x], x) described in Section 3.3. Unfortunately, we have not yet successfully
completed a rigorous theory of algebraic structure on such abstract matrices. Also,
such a theory appears to be significantly more complicated than what appears here,
at least in terms of notation if nothing else. For now we must let it suffice to say
that there is more background and motivation to this bilinear product (at least on
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an informal, intuitive level) than we are able exposit here3.
Let C = E⊗1 × E⊗2 × · · · × E⊗r, and let Ti denote an element of E⊗i so that




for i ≥ 0, so that
σˆi(x) ≡ σˆi[x⊗i] = σi(λ(x)).
Proposition 4.2.1 Define the bilinear mapping B : C × C → C by B[T, T ] =
(σˆ1[T1]T1, σˆ2[T2]T2 − T1 ⊗ T1, σˆ3[T3]T3 − σˆ1[T2]⊗ T2, . . . ,
σˆr[Tr]Tr − σˆr−2[Tr−1]⊗ Tr−1),
equivalently, B[T, T ] =
(σˆ1[T1 ⊗ T1], σˆ2[T2 ⊗ T2]− T1 ⊗ T1, σˆ3[T3 ⊗ T3]− σˆ1[T2 ⊗ T2], . . . ,
σˆr[Tr ⊗ Tr]− σˆr−2[Tr−1 ⊗ Tr−1]).
Then there exists T ∈ C such that B[T, T ] = (x, 0, . . . , 0) if and only if x ∈ K0(p; e)∪
{0}.
Proof Clearly B[0, 0] = (0, 0, . . . , 0) where each “0” represents the zero vector of the
3The highly interested reader may find some measure of relief for his curiosity by referring to our
closing remarks at the end of Chapter 6.
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appropriate vector space. Now assume x 6= 0.
It is easy to see via back substitution that the only solutions, if any exist, to the
















⊗i] = σ(λ(x)) > 0 for i = 1, . . . , r is the same as the criteria x ∈
K0(p; e) by Theorem 2.2.1.
We can significantly reduce the dimension of this representation by restricting out
attention to symmetric tensors. Let SV ⊗i be the set of symmetric tensors in V ⊗i,
Sym(Ti) be the projection of Ti onto SV
⊗i, Sym(T ) = (Sym(T1), Sym(T2), . . . , Sym(Tr)),
and SC = Sym(E⊗1)×Sym(E⊗2)×· · ·×Sym(E⊗r). We can define a symmetrized ver-
sion of the above bilinear product SB : SC×SC → SC by SB[T, T ] = Sym(B[T, T ]).
The “symmetrized” version of the proposition still holds by the same method of proof.
The fact that in general a bilinear product factors through the tensor product is
made explicitly clear in our case in the second expression for B above. As a special
case of what we discussed in Section 4.1, there is a natural identification between
V
⊗
V and the set of linear operators on V (see also [21]). Under this identification,
for any T ∈ C, T⊗T is a rank one positive semi-definite operator. Thus what we have
said in the above proposition is that any open hyperbolic cone K0 is an intersection
of a linear subspace ({(x, 0, . . . , 0) : x ∈ E}) with a projection (B) of the extreme
rays of a positive semi-definite cone ({ T ⊗ T : T ∈ C}).
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The next step in this development would be, if possible, to express K0 as an in-




(i) ⊗ T (i)]). In other words, K0 would be a slice of a cone of sums of
squares, as in [21]. The next step beyond that, if possible, would be to cast K0 as
an intersection of a linear subspace with a projection of (the interior of) a positive
definite cone. This would mean that K is lifted positive semi-definite representable
in the sense of [13] (see Section 2.3). We believe that this bilinear product B, or a
modification thereof, can probably be used to construct such a lifted-PSD represen-
tation. Unfortunately, due to time constraints on this research, we leave must this
question open for now.
4.3 On Dimensionality
The size of the space used to represent K0 in the previous section is quite large.
Indeed, if dim E = n then dimC = ∑ni=1 ni = (nr+1 − 1)/(n− 1) = O(nr). Similarly,
the representation of K in Section 5.4 involves a vector space D with dimD = (nr −
1)/(n − 1) = O(nr−1). Of course, when talking about the dimension of the space of
operators on the vector spaces C and D we need to double these exponents to get
O(n2r) and O(n2r−2), respectively.
Significant gains in efficiency can be made by taking advantage of symmetry as
in our comments immediately following Proposition 4.2.1. A common combinatorial
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argument shows that if dimV = n then
dimSV ⊗k =
(




Note that for a fixed n this quantity is polynomial (O(kn)) in k, in contrast to



















It is entirely likely that some efficiencies can be gained beyond what we have
presented here. Our intention has been primarily to advance the status of available
tools for working with hyperbolic polynomials and hyperbolic cones. As such we
have sought to keep the exposition as clear as possible, rather than as refined as





factor will appear to
many readers as a cause for concern for anything other than small values of n and r.
However, it turns out that this large growth in dimensionality is something inherent
to the nature of hyperbolic polynomials, not a weakness of our representations. In
the following paragraph we quote [25] almost verbatim, except for some changes to
keep with our existing notation.
We denote by Hyp(e, n, r) the set of homogeneous hyperbolic polynomials of degree
r with respect to the direction e ∈ E ' Rn. The polynomial p ∈ Hyp(e, n, r) is called
strictly hyperbolic (or Petrowsky hyperbolic) if the equation p(x + λe) = 0 has no
multiple solutions (except when x = ae for some a ≥ 0 in which case λ = −a). The
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class of such polynomials will be denoted by Hyp0(e, n, r). Let H(n, r) be the space
of nonzero homogeneous polynomials of degree r in n variables with real coefficients,
with the topology given by the Euclidean norm of the coefficients. The following
result of Nuij [45] shows that there exist many hyperbolic polynomials, see also [1]
Lemma 3.13.
Theorem 4.3.1 (Nuij) The set Hyp0(e, n, r) is open in H(n, r) and every polynomial
in Hyp(e, n, r) is the limit of polynomials in Hyp0(e, n, r).
By the identification of H(n, r) with symmetric elements of (Rn)⊗r as in Section
4.1, we see that in fact rapid growth of representations of p ∈ Hyp(e, n, r) is required
by the rapid growth of dim Hyp(e, n, r) itself. The space of hyperbolic polynomials is
simply too “large” to allow for “small” representations in general. The good news (at
least theoretically) that follows from the discussion above is that our representation
in Section 4.2 is polynomial in the problem size . Unfortunately, we have not been
able to obtain polynomiality with our LSREM-representation in Section 5.4 because
until now we have not seen a clear way to take advantage of the inherent symmetry
of the tensors in that case.
Chapter 5
Linear Matrix Spaces with All
Real Eigenvalues
In addition to Jordan Algebras and T-Algebras [19, 59] which are currently growing in
popularity amongst the optimization community (seminal papers include [20, 26, 11]),
the other well-known source of hyperbolic polynomials historically comes from the
study of partial differential equations (see e.g., [1, 31, 32], or the concise summary
in Section 2 of [25]). Indeed the matrix spaces we examine in this section (and
their relevance to PDE problems) appear to have been the driving force behind most
research on hyperbolic polynomials up to now. We show that in fact every hyperbolic
polynomial arises (in a sense to be precisely defined later) from the determinant taken
over one of these matrix spaces. Thus the study of hyperbolic polynomials is now
known to be inextricably linked with that of linear spaces of real-eigenvalue matrices
(LSREMs).
Sections 5.1 and 5.2 provide a summary of most of what appears to be known
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(according to our literature review) of these special matrix spaces. (For clarity in
summarizing the current status of what is known in this area we distinguish between
spaces containing all diagonalizable matrices and those which merely have all real
eigenvalues. Such distinction, however, is ultimately not crucial to the goals of this
thesis.) Although easily described with elementary linear algebra concepts, LSREMs
seem to have thus far avoided any successful general structural analysis apart from
certain (important) special cases. We pose a question in Section 5.3 in the direction
of attempting to establish a “relaxed” structural theorem for these spaces, and by
means of counterexample answer our question in the negative. On a more positive
note, in Section 5.4 we transform our abstract matrix structure from Section 3.3 into
a real LSREM structure. Hopefully, our demonstration of of the difficulty of LSREMs
on the one hand together with the new progress and insight we bring to the picture
on the other hand will inspire more researchers (from the PDE, linear algebra, and
optimization communities) to examine these spaces as well.
5.1 Diagonalizable Matrices (LSDREM)
An LSDREM (Linear Space of Diagonalizable Real-Eigenvalue Matrices) Q is a sub-
space of a real matrix space, Q ⊂ Rn×n, such that each matrix in Q is diagonalizable
(equivalently, replace “diagonalizable” with “symmetrizable”) by a real similarity
transform. In other words, each matrix q ∈ Q has n linearly independent real eigen-
vectors. The set Sn of all real symmetric n×n matrices is an LSDREM, as is T−1SnT
for any nonsingular T ∈ Rn×n. Likewise any subspace of T−1SnT is an LSDREM. An
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obvious question (asked e.g. by [16]) is whether every LSDREM has this form, i.e.,
“Is every LSDREM simultaneously symmetrizable?” Interestingly, the answer is no,





a+ c b 0
b c b
0 0 c
 : a, b, c ∈ R

is not simultaneously symmetrizable. This example is 7.3.1 in [46].
The reduced dimension1 of an LSDREM is just its dimension as a vector space
[44]. Thus LSDREM1 above has reduced dimension 3, whereas the LSDREM Sn has
reduced dimension n(n+1)/2. If any LSDREM does not contain the identity matrix,
we can certainly add it as a basis element to the space and still have an LSDREM.
Therefore we will henceforth assume that the identity is in every LSDREM.
If the reduced dimension of an LSDREM (including the identity element!) is 1 or
2, then it is easily seen to be simultaneously diagonalizable. Happily, an LSDREM
of large enough dimension also has a simple structure.
Theorem 5.1.1 (Tatsuo) An LSDREM of reduced dimension at least n(n+ 1)/2−1
is simultaneously symmetrizable. [44]
As one might intuitively expect, the maximum reduced dimension of an LSDREM in
Rn×n is n(n+ 1)/2 [16].
1Presumably, the terminology reduced dimension is meant to distinguish this concept from the
matrix dimensions of Q which are n× n.
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Therefore we have the (somewhat) surprising situation that an LSDREM is al-
ways symmetrizable in the cases of the two smallest and two largest possible reduced
dimensions, but is not necessarily symmetrizable for some reduced dimensions “in
the middle”. In fact, for n = 3 and reduced dimension 3 or 4 the categorization of
all possible LSDREMs already seems to elude a concise and generalizable description
[46].
5.2 Not Necessarily Diagonalizable Matrices (LSREM)
An LSREM (Linear Space of Real-Eigenvalue Matrices) Q ⊂ Fn×n, F = R or C,
is a vector space over the field of real scalars, such that each matrix in Q has only
real eigenvalues. Note that although F can be either R or C, Q must be a vector
space over R, otherwise we would immediately lose the real eigenvalue property by
multiplying any non-zero q ∈ Q by i.2 A brief introduction to LSREMs can be found
in [8]. They were studied at least as early as 1958 by Peter Lax at which time he
presented what came to be known as the Lax Conjecture [37].
Any LSDREM is clearly an LSREM. As an additional example, any subspace (over
R) of upper-triangular matrices in Fn×n with real diagonal entries is an LSREM. An
LSREM can be diagonalizable almost everywhere and still fail to be an LSDREM,
2LSDREMs in Cn×n over real scalars can be defined in like manner. However, the only such
case we have found in the literature is Oshime’s categorization of certain LSDREMs in C3×3 [48].
Most of the general results regarding LSDREMs appear to assume matrix spaces with real elements.





 : a, b ∈ R
 .
As is the case with LSDREMs, LSREMs have a simple structure when the reduced
dimension is small enough or large enough. If the reduced dimension is 1 or 2 the
space can simultaneously be put into upper-triangular (in fact Jordan) form. If F = C
then the maximal reduced dimension is n2, equivalent to the reduced dimension of
Hn (complex Hermitian n× n matrices over R).
Theorem 5.2.1 (Wielandt) Any LSREM in Cn×n of maximal reduced dimension n2
is simultaneously similar to block upper triangular form, with hermitian blocks on the
diagonal [61, 23].
Once again (as with LSDREMs), we have the (no longer surprising) fact that an
LSREM of largest or smallest possible values of reduced dimension has an easily





L(a, b, c) =

c b 0
0 c− a 7b
b b c+ a
 : a, b, c ∈ R

is 7.5.5 in [46]. The same theorem tells us that the determinant of L(a, b, c) is an
irreducible polynomial. Therefore if L(a, b, c) were to be simultaneously similar to
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the block upper-triangular form mentioned above, it would have to consist of a single
block, in other words L(a, b, c) could then be made into a 3× 3 Hermitian space by a
fixed similarity transform. Again by [46] we know this latter conclusion is not true,
therefore L(a, b, c) is not simultaneously similar to the block upper-triangular form of
Wielandt’s theorem.
5.3 LSREM Determinants
As discussed in sections 5.1 and 5.2, the search for structure theorems to describe
LS(D)REMs (of “middle valued” reduced dimension) appears to still be a very open
problem for research. However, in our case we are ultimately interested in the struc-
ture of the corresponding hyperbolic cone more than the structure of the matrix space
per se. Even with the former issue unresolved we can still make some progress on the
latter.
Consider again the example of LSDREM1 in Section 5.1. Although this LS-
DREM is not symmetrizable by any fixed similarity transform, there is a determinant



























Informally speaking, we have more freedom to “symmetrize” a matrix space inside of
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the determinant than we do outside. For example (as here), if a matrix space is block
upper-triangular, then we can map everything above the diagonal to zero without
affecting the determinant.
In general, say that LSREM Q has reduced dimension d. Let L : Rd → Q ⊂ Rn×n
be a bijective linear parametrization of Q, and let e be the element in Rd such that
L(e) = I. Then x 7→ det(L(x)) is hyperbolic in direction e and K(det(L(·)); e) is
the associated hyperbolicity cone. If, as with LSDREM1 above, there is an injec-
tive linear map L˜ : Rd → Sn such that det(L(x)) = det(L˜(x)) for all x ∈ Rd and
L˜(e) = I then K(det(L(·)); e) = K(det(L˜(·)); e), i.e. we have a representation of
K(det(L(·)); e) as a slice of a symmetric semi-definite cone (even though the original
LS(D)REM was not necessarily symmetrizable). To our knowledge the question of
whether is it always possible to find such an L˜ has not been asked before in the liter-
ature. Below we provide an example to show that the answer is negative. First, some
comments regarding what we can say about the interesting features of this question
in general.
If the reduced dimension of our LSREM is 1 or 2, then constructing a symmetric
matrix with the same determinant is easy because the LSREM itself can simultane-
ously be put in upper-triangular (Jordan) form. If the reduced dimension is 3 then
we know it is possible to construct such a symmetric matrix based on the (extremely
non-trivial) proof of the Lax Conjecture [30] (see also [38]). If the reduced dimension
is large enough, then we can use the structure theorems in Sections 5.1 or 5.2 to show
that such a symmetric (or Hermitian) matrix representation exists. But once again,
it is the “middle values” of the reduced dimension that cause trouble.
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The following example demonstrates a 3× 3 real LSDREM of reduced dimension
4 for which the associated hyperbolicity cone does not have an “equivalent” 3×3 real
symmetric representation in the sense above. Note that in light of the special cases
above, r = 4 is the only possible reduced dimension in which this could happern for
a 3× 3 LSDREM.
Example Let LSDREM2 = {L(a, b, c, d) : (a, b, c, d) ∈ R4} for a fixed choice of 0 <
α < 1, γ > β2/8, with
L(a, b, c, d) =

a+ b c+ βd −γd
c+ β(1− α)d a+ d c
−2αd 0 a− d
 .
This LSDREM is 7.3.2 in [46]. There is no linearly parameterized real symmetric ma-
trix space {L˜(a, b, c, d) : (a, b, c, d) ∈ R4} such that det(L(a, b, c, d)) = det(L˜(a, b, c, d))
and L˜(1, 0, 0, 0) = I.
Proof Say that L˜(1, 0, 0, 0) = I. We shall attempt to satisfy the determinant pre-
serving property. The eigenvalues of L˜(0, 1, 0, 0) are 0, 0, 1. Thus after an appropriate
orthogonal transform QL˜(a, b, c, d)QT ← L˜(a, b, c, d) (Q ∈ Rn×n orthogonal), we can
assume, WLOG, that











, Q2 ∈ R2×2 orthogonal, we can assume that the (2, 3) and (3, 2)
entries of C ≡ L˜(0, 0, 1, 0) are zero. We know that the eigenvalues of C are 0,±1 so
C11 + C22 + C33 = 0. Since L˜(a, b, c, 0) = a
3 + a2b − ac2 has no abc or bc2 term we
conclude that C22 +C33 = 0 and C22C33 = 0. Thus C11 = C22 = C33 = 0, and in fact





with f 2 + g2 = 1.
Since the lower right submatrix of C is all zeros we can apply yet another or-
thogonal transform QL˜(a, b, c, d)QT ← L˜(a, b, c, d) with Q =
1 0
0 Q2
, Q2 ∈ R2×2
orthogonal, to ensure that the (2, 3) and (3, 2) entries ofD ≡ L˜(0, 0, 0, 1) are zero. The
simplified expansion of det(L˜(a, b, c, d)) includes the terms 0ad2,−bd2, and abd, from
which we can conclude that D11 +D22 +D33 = 0, D22D33 = −1, and D22 +D33 = 0.






for some j, k ∈ R.
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Proceeding to compare the coefficients3 of ac2, ad2, c2d, and d3 in det(L(a, b, c, d))
and det(L˜(a, b, c, d)), we have
f = ±√1− α,
g = ±√α,




But no such choice of f, g, j, k results in the desired determinant.
Interestingly though, if we expand our search to allow 3 × 3 complex Hermitian




1− α(c+ dβ) ...
√

























Then det(L˜(a, b, c, d)) = det(L(a, b, c, d)) and L˜(1, 0, 0, 0) = I. This example prompts
us to ask our question again, but with complex LS(D)REMs and complex Hermitian
matrix spaces in place of their real equivalents. After all, we already know that the
3With the help of an appropriate symbolic math software package.
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algebraic completeness of C allows for a number of matrix factorizations in Cn×n which
are not possible in Rn×n. However, we now present another example to demonstrate
the answer to the complexified version of our question is again negative.
Example Let
L(a, b, c, d, e) =

a+ b c+ βd− ie −γd+ (δ + iβ/2)e
c+ β(1− α)d+ ie a+ d c+ ie
−2αd 0 a− d

then LSREM2 = {L(a, b, c, d, e) : a, b, c, d, e ∈ R}, for any 0 < α < 1, γ > (β2 +
4δ2)/8 is 8.2.2 in [48]. There is no Hermitian L˜(a, b, c, d, e) which has the same
determinant as L(a, b, c, d, e) and satisfies L˜(1, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Proof We assume that such an Lˆ does exist and proceed as above to show that,
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1− α(c+ dβ) ...
√





























1− α(f + gi) √α(j + ki)
√
1− α(f − gi) 0 0
√
a(j − ki) 0 0

for some fixed f, g, j, k ∈ R. Comparing coefficients4 in L(a, b, c, d, e) and L˜(a, b, c, d, e)
we eventually conclude that the system is consist only if γ = (β2+4δ2)/8 or α = 0.
The examples of this section show that even if a hyperbolic cone can be repre-
sented as a slice of a real symmetric positive definite cone, it can happen that a
non-symmetric LSREM is able to represent the cone in a smaller space (in terms of
matrix dimensions). In other words, even if the Generalized Lax Conjecture is true,
it may be more efficient to work with an LSREM directly than to convert it to a
larger symmetric matrix space that represents the same hyperbolicity cone. Thus we
would propose that LSREM programming appears to be an area of worthwhile study
in its own right for optimizers. By the results of the next section, a method to solve
4Again, with the help of an appropriate symbolic math software package.
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LSREM programming problems could solve all hyperbolic programming problems.
5.4 LSREMRepresentation of Hyperbolicity Cones
In this section we again assume a hyperbolic polynomial p : E → R in direction
e ∈ E ' Rn of degree r. Also, f is the corresponding SMFT defined in Theorem
3.3.2.
Reminiscent of the vector space C defined in Section 4.2, let D = E⊗(r−1) ×
E⊗(r−2)×· · ·×E⊗1×R, and let Ti denote an element of E⊗i so that T ≡ (Tr−1, Tr−2, . . . , T1, T0) ∈
D. Let L be a linear map from elements of E to the space of linear operators on D
such that
L(x)T = (f1[x⊗ Tr−1] + x⊗ Tr−2, P 11 f2[x⊗ Tr−1] + f1[x⊗ Tr−2] + x⊗ Tr−3, . . . ,
T thi element︷ ︸︸ ︷
r−i∑
k=1
P r−i−1r−i−k fr−i−k+1[x⊗ Tr−k] + x⊗ Ti−1, . . . ,
r−1∑
j=0




f1[x] x 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
P 11 f2[x] f1[x] x 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
P 22 f3[x] P
2
1 f2[x] f1[x] x 0 0 0 · · · 0
...
. . . . . . . . . 0 0 · · · 0
P ii fi+1[x] P
i
i−1fi[x] · · · P i1f2[x] f1[x] x 0 · · · 0
...
...
P r−1r−1 fr[x] P
r−1










Lemma 5.4.1 If σˆi(x) ≡ p(i)(e)[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x]/(i!p(e)) 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , r, then L(x)
does not have zero as an eigenvalue. (Recall that σˆi(x) = σi(λ(x)) from Proposition
3.1.1.) Otherwise, let m(x) ≤ r be the smallest integer such that σˆm(x)(λ(x)) = 0.
Then the nullspace of L(x) has dimension at least nr−m(x) − nr−(m(x)+1).
Moreover, the statements of the lemma still hold under complexification. In partic-
ular, if for some x ∈ EC we have σˆi(x) ≡ p(i)C (e)[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
x, . . . , x]/i!pC(e) 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , r,
then L(x)C does not have zero as an eigenvalue. (The e ∈ EC here is “the same” as
the e ∈ E above with respect to the natural embedding.)
Proof If zero is an eigenvalue of L(x) then there is at least one vector T in the
nullspace of L(x). We claim that attempting to solve for such a T via back substitution
(solving first for Tr−1, then Tr−2, etc.), reveals that if σˆi(x) 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , j − 1,
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We will show this by (strong) induction on j. The base case when j = 2 (and i = 1)
is easily established (recall that f1[x] = ρ1(λ(x)) = σˆ1(x)).
Now assume that the above claim is true up to some 2 ≤ j < r. Let 0i represent
the 0 element in E⊗i. We will examine the set of equations in L(x)T = 0 involv-
ing 0r−j. Using straightforward substitutions, definitions, manipulations, and finally





























Tr−j + x⊗ Tr−j−1.










for i = 1, . . . , (j + 1)− 1, thereby establishing our inductive claim.
Now say that σˆi(x) 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , r, and let us examine the final scalar





Since σˆr(x) 6= 0 it must be that T0 = 0, but this then implies that T = 0. We conclude
that L(x) is non-singular when σˆi(x) 6= 0 for i = 1, . . . , r.
Otherwise, say we have σˆm(x)(x) = 0 with 1 ≤ m(x) < r as defined in the lemma.
If x = 0 then m(x) = 1 and in fact the nullspace of L(x) has much larger dimension
than required by the lemma’s assertion. Now assume x 6= 0. We follow the same




Tr−m(x) + x⊗ Tr−m(x)−1
= x⊗ Tr−m(x)−1.
Since x 6= 0 this implies that Tr−m(x)−1 = 0r−m(x)−1. In fact, we can replace the
equation involving 0r−m(x) with the latter equation so that the number of equations
defining the nullspace of L(x) reduces by nr−m(x)−nr−(m(x)+1), and thus the dimension
of the nullspace is at least that same amount.







But since σˆr(x) = 0 this equation is satisfied for any T0, and the dimension of the
nullspace in this case is exactly 1.
Finally, by Corollary 3.1.5 and standard results regarding complexification (see,
e.g., [53, 36]) the proof extends to x ∈ EC.
Note in particular that L(e) is non-singular, which we make use of in the following.
Corollary 5.4.2 For x ∈ E the set of eigenvalues of L(e)−1L(x) consists precisely
of all of the eigenvalues of x in direction e over all of the functions p(i)(·)[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
e, . . . , e],
i = 0, . . . , r − 1.
Therefore the span over all x ∈ E of L(e)−1L(x) is an LSREM.
Proof Since L(x− λe) = L(x)− λL(e), λ ∈ C is an eigenvalue of L(e)−1L(x) if and
only if LC(x− λe) is singular. By the lemma, these λ are precisely the set described
in this corollary. But p(i)(·)[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
e, . . . , e], i = 0, . . . , r − 1, are hyperbolic polynomials
in direction e (see [50]), thus all such λ are real by the definition of a hyperbolic
polynomial. Clearly the span over all x ∈ E of L(e)−1L(x) is a subspace of the space
of linear operators on D, and every element of this subspace has only real eigenvalues,
so it is an LSREM.
A numerical illustration of the above corollary is given in Appendix A.2.
As an aside, there is indeed a “suspicious” similarity between the (schematic)
structure of our L and the form of pk preceding equation (22) in [25] (see also [10]
and the exercises on pg. 28 in [39]). However, it is extremely important to note
that, amongst other differences, the matrix representation Am(x) used to define the
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hyperbolicity cone in Theorem 5.3 of [25] is not linear in x. It is not clear how
these previously known “matrix determinant” relationships between the elementary
symmetric and power-sum functions could be converted into a linearly parameterized
real matrix representation in the sense that we have done here with L.
Linearity is crucial to the operations research oriented interest in hyperbolicity
cones. For example, say we write the condition L(x)  0 as
Y = L(x), Y  0. (5.1)
If L is a linear map, say into a symmetric matrix space, then (5.1) are just standard
conic and affine feasibility conditions for a semi-definite programming (SDP) prob-
lem. If L is non-linear, then we not only have the undesirable situation of bringing
additional non-linearity into the problem, but even worse, the appearance of non-
linearity in an equality constraint almost certainly introduces non-convexity into the
problem.
Back to the topic at hand, we have not made it a priority to determine whether or
not this LSREM is in fact an LSDREM because we have not foreseen any significant
consequence that would result from the distinction. Still, we can at least observe the
following.
Corollary 5.4.3 If the set described in the previous corollary has cardinality r(r +
1)/2, that is, if each eigenvalue λ(i) of p(i)(·)[
i︷ ︸︸ ︷
e, . . . , e] has multiplicity one and p(i)(x−
λ(j)e) 6= 0 for i 6= j, then L(e)−1L(x) is diagonalizable.
Proof Under the stated hypothesis, the sum of the dimensions of the eigenspaces of
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L(e)−1L(x) is at least
r−1∑
m=1




Thus there are in fact dimD linearly independent eigenvectors, and L(e)−1L(x) is
diagonalizable.
The following two theorems are the main results of this chapter. Note that vari-
ations on the LSREMs constructed here could also be used to prove these theorems.
For example, just as M in Theorem 3.3.2 inspired the L used in this section, it seems
that the variant M in Corollary 3.3.4 could inspire a variant L. Notably, this variant
L would have the property that L(e) = I, and we would not have to insert the L(e)−1
factor when defining our LSREM. In any case, the LSREMs we have constructed here
are sufficient to prove what we want to prove, and give rise to what we consider to
be the cleanest exposition we have found of the key ideas.
Theorem 5.4.4 The set of hyperbolic polynomials is the same as the set of poly-
nomial factors of LSREM determinants. (By the “determinant of an LSREM” we
naturally mean the hyperbolic polynomial which is the determinant of a particular
parametrization of the LSREM.)
Proof Say that {L(x) ∈ Rm×m : x ∈ Rn} is an LSREM and we have the factorization
det(L(x)) = p(x)q(x) for all x with polynomials p, q. Let e be an element of Rn such
that L(e) is the identity matrix in Rm×m (recall that we have assumed WLOG that
every LSREM contains the identity matrix).
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Since x 7→ det(L(x)) is a homogeneous polynomial, p and q are as well [60, 35].
Likewise, the observations that p(e) 6= 0 and that λ 7→ p(x − λe) has all real roots
follow directly from the corresponding properties for det(L(x)) (likewise for q). There-
fore p and q are hyperbolic polynomials.
Say that p(x) is a hyperbolic polynomial in direction e, and define L accordingly,
as throughout this section. Then p(x) is a factor of det(L(e)−1L(x)) by Corollary
5.4.2.
Theorem 5.4.5 Every (open) hyperbolic cone can be expressed as K0(p; e) = {x :
λ(L(x)) > 0} where {L(x) : x ∈ E} is an LSREM. In other words, hyperbolicity
cones are LSREM-representable in the sense of [13]. Additionally, K(p; e) = {x :
λ(L(x)) ≥ 0}.
Proof Let L(x) = L(e)−1L(x). By Corollary 5.4.2 and by the interlacing property
of eigenvalues for a hyperbolic polynomial and its derivative(s) (see section 4 in [50]),
we have λmin(L(x)) = λmin(x; p, e), where the LHS is the minimum (ordinary) matrix
eigenvalue and the RHS is the minimum eigenvalue of p at x in direction e. The
theorem then follows from Theorem 2.2.1.
These two latter theorems are perhaps the most significant contributions of this
thesis. Effectively we have brought the investigation of hyperbolicity cones in general
(not just special subcases) firmly into the field of linear algebra with its rich sup-
ply of theoretical and computational tools (e.g. we now have a Matlab Hyperbolic
Polynomial Toolbox, see Appendix A). We have left open many questions regarding
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LSREMs, but knowledge of the fact that such matrix spaces encapsulate the infor-
mation about all hyperbolicity cones provides strong and fresh motivation to view
such research as genuinely profitable.
Chapter 6
Third Order Hyperbolicity Cones
Section 6.1 reviews the definition(s) of a second order cone to motivate our definition
of so-called third order hyperbolic cones. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 provide some additional
general background to prepare for what follows. In Section 6.4 we take a closer look
at the 3 × 3 special case of the abstract matrix structures introduced in Chapter 2.
Far more than “just another special case,” our main result in this section reveals
an intriguing connection between these third order cones and a class of functions
defined on arbitrary convex cones which are of central importance to the theory of
interior point methods in convex optimization. Section 6.5 further substantiates that
connection from the perspective of the dual cone.
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6.1 Second Order Cones
A second order cone has as many different mathematical formulations as it does
names. Known as the Lorentz cone, the light cone, and the ice-cream cone, an n-
dimensional second order cone can be expressed in any one of the following ways:
1. {(x0, x1) ∈ R × Rn−1 : x0 ≥ ‖x1‖},
2. {x ∈ Rn : 〈e, x〉 ≥ ‖x‖}, with ‖e‖ > 1,
3. {(x0, x1, x2) ∈ R × R × Rn−2 : x0, x1 ≥ 0, x0x1 ≥ ‖x2‖2},
for some appropriate choice of norms, inner product, and e ∈ Rn. In the notation of
Section 3.3, each of the above requirements for a point to belong to a second order













such that f2, g2, and h2 are inner products on Rn−1, Rn−2, and Rn, respectively.
Each of the above formulations can lead to a different path of generalizing second
order cones to cones of higher “orders”. Corollary 3.3.5 can be viewed as a gener-
alization of items 1 and 2 to hyperbolicity cones arising from degree r hyperbolic
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polynomials. In other words, we have justification to label such cones as (at least
special cases of) rth-order cones. Generalizations of item 3 would appear to be much
less restrictive (but see Theorem 6.4.3), yet they also seem to be more difficult to
analyze. The study of third order cones, which we initiate in this chapter, arises from
a 3× 3 generalization of item 3.
6.2 Roots of Polynomials
The discriminant ∆ of the nth degree univariate polynomial p(x) = anx
n+an−1xn−1+
an−2xn−2+ . . .+a1x+a0 is defined by the the following (2n−1)×(2n−1) determinant




an . . . a2 a1 a0 0 . . . 0
0 an . . . a2 a1 a0 . . . 0
...
. . . . . .
0 . . . an an−1 . . . a2 a1 a0
nan . . . 2a2 1a1 0 0 . . . 0
0 nan . . . 2a2 1a1 0 . . . 0
...
. . .
0 . . . 0 nan (n− 1)an−1 . . . 2a2 1a1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.
For any n ∈ Z+, ∆ = 0 if and only if p has a multiple root (possibly complex). For
small n we get even more useful information about the roots of p simply from the
sign of ∆.
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For p(x) = ax2 + bx+ c we have ∆ = 4ac− b2. So assuming a, b, c ∈ R, p has two
distinct real roots if ∆ < 0, a double real root if ∆ = 0, and a pair of (conjugate)
complex roots if ∆ > 0.
For p(x) = ax3 + bx2 + cx+ d we have ∆ = b2c2 − 4ac3 − 4b3d− 27a2d2 + 18abcd.
Assuming real coefficients, p has three distinct real roots if ∆ > 0, three real (but not
all distinct) roots if ∆ = 0, and one real root and one pair of (conjugate) complex
roots if ∆ < 0. In Section 6.4 we will make use of the above fact together with the
following special case simplifications:
∆ = 18bcd− 4b3d+ b2c2 − 27d2 − 4c3 for p(x) = −x3 + bx2 − cx+ d,
∆ = −27d2 + 4c3 for p(x) = −x3 + cx+ d.
6.3 Self-Concordance
For n ∈ Z+, symmetric bilinear form B on Rn, and symmetric trilinear1 form T on
Rn, inequalities that can be written as
T [h, h, h]2 ≤ B[h, h]3 ∀h ∈ Rn (6.1)
are extremely important in the study of interior-point algorithms for convex opti-
mization [43]. In particular, the property of self-concordance2 for a barrier function
1There are no higher order tensors in this on chapter, so T always stands for a trilinear form
(which of course, is equivalent to a symmetric order three tensor).
2The definition we are using is actually that of 1-self-concordance, but we will make no further
reference to this technicality.
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F of convex cone K requires B = F ′′(x) and T = −(1/2)F ′′′(x) to satisfy (6.1) for
all x ∈ K0. (The negative sign in the definition of T here is allowed, but not neces-
sary, in the required inequality for self-concordance. We put it in for reasons of later
convenience.) Variations of (6.1) that allow for non-repeated vectors inside B and T
are also helpful sometimes, as in Section 6.4 below.
Proposition 6.3.1 Inequality (6.1) is equivalent to
T [h1, h2, h3]
2 ≤ B[h1, h1]B[h2, h2]B[h3, h3] ∀h1, h2, h3 ∈ Rn (6.2)
and to
T [h1, h2, h3]
2 ≤
(
B[h1, h1] +B[h2, h2] +B[h3, h3]
3
)3
∀h1, h2, h3 ∈ Rn. (6.3)
Proof (6.1) ⇒ (6.2) by Proposition 9.1.1 (Appendix 1) in [43].
(6.2) ⇒ (6.3) by the inequality of arithmetic mean and geometric mean, which
can be applied since B[hi, hi] is always non-negative, as implied by (6.2).
(6.3) ⇒ (6.1) by setting h1 = h2 = h3 = h.
6.4 Third Order Criteria for Hyperbolicity
In this section we return to some terminology and notation from Chapter 2, while
also introducing some additional notation.
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Fix a particular SMFT f of length 3 on E . With respect to this f , we define
σˆ1(x) = a+ b+ c
σˆ2,f (x) = ab+ ac+ bc− f2[~d, ~d]− f2[~f, ~f ]− f2[~g,~g]
σˆ3,f (x) = Detf (M(x)) = abc+ 2f3[~d, ~f,~g]− af2[~g,~g]− bf2[~f, ~f ]− cf2[~d, ~d]
M(x) f 0 (or x f 0)⇔ (σˆ1(x) > 0, σˆ2,f (x) > 0, σˆ3,f (x) > 0).







Clearly λ 7→ Detf (M(x) − λE) = −λ3 + σˆ1(x)λ2 − σˆ2,f (x)λ + σˆ3,f (x) is a third
degree univariate polynomial and thus has three complex roots which we will call the
eigenvalues of x (or ofM(x)). By definition, the third degree homogeneous polynomial
x 7→ Detf (M(x)) is hyperbolic in direction e if and only if x always has three real
eigenvalues. When that condition is satisfied, we write p(x) = Detf (M(x)), and we
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have the “third order” hyperbolic cone K0(p; e) = {x : M(x) f 0}. Thus a crucial
question to begin a study of third order hyperbolic cones is: what conditions on f2
and f3 make Detf (M(x)) hyperbolic?
Theorem 6.4.1 The homogeneous polynomial x 7→ Detf (M(x)) is hyperbolic in di-
rection e if and only if the “self-concordant condition” (6.1) (equivalently (6.2) or
(6.3)) is satisfied with B = f2 and T = f3.
Proof Throughout this proof we make use the facts presented in Sections 6.2 and
6.3 without specific reference.
First, the “only if” direction. Setting x = (0, 0, 0,~h,~h,~h) for arbitrary ~h ∈ E gives
Detf (M(x) − λE) = −λ3 + 3f2[~h,~h]λ + 2f3[~h,~h,~h] which has a particularly simple
discriminant ∆(~h) = −27 · 4f3[~h,~h,~h]2 + 4 · 27f2[~h,~h]3. Thus Detf (M(x)) always has
all real roots only if ∆(~h) ≥ 0 for all ~h, which is the same as (6.1).
Second, the “if” direction. Define
∆(τ ; a, b, c, r, s, t) =
18(a+ b+ c)(ab+ ac+ bc− r − s− t)(abc+ 2τ − at− bs− cr)
− 4(a+ b+ c)3(abc+ 2τ − at− bs− cr)
+ (a+ b+ c)2(ab+ ac+ bc− r − s− t)2
− 27(abc+ 2τ − at− bs− cr)2
− 4(ab+ ac+ bc− r − s− t)3
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so that the discriminant of Detf (M(x)− λE) is
∆(f3[~d, ~f,~g]; a, b, c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g]).
We want to show that, assuming (6.2) to be true, this discriminant is non-negative
for all (a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g).
By expansion we can write
∆(τ ; a, b, c, r, s, t) = −108τ 2 + k1(a, b, c, r, s, t)τ + k0(a, b, c, r, s, t)
where k1 and k0 are R6 → R polynomials. Note that k1 is odd in (a, b, c) and k0 is
even in (a, b, c).































f2(~d, ~d)f2(~f, ~f)f2(~g,~g) ≥ 0. The characteristic polynomial for M1 is
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χM1(λ) =
− λ3 + (a+ b+ c)λ2 − (ab+ ac+ bc− f2[~d, ~d]− f2[~f, ~f ]− f2[~g,~g])λ
+ (abc+ 2γ − af2[~g,~g]− bf2[~f, ~f ]− cf2[~d, ~d]).
Therefore the discriminant of χM1(λ) is
∆1 = ∆(γ; a, b, c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g]) =
− 108γ2 + k1(a, b, c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g])γ
+ k0(a, b, c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g]).
In like manner, the discriminant of the characteristic polynomial for M2 is
∆2 = ∆(γ;−a,−b,−c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g]) =
− 108γ2 + k1(−a,−b,−c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g])γ
+ k0(−a,−b,−c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g]) =
− 108γ2 − k1(a, b, c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g])γ
+ k0(a, b, c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g]).
We know from standard linear algebra that M1 and M2 both have all real eigenvalues,
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therefore ∆1 ≥ 0 and ∆2 ≥ 0 from which we conclude that
− 108γ2 − |k1(a, b, c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g])|γ
+ k0(a, b, c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g]) ≥ 0.
We have assumed (6.2) to be true for this “if” part of the proof so we have |f3[~d, ~f,~g]| ≤
γ and
− 108f3[~d, ~f,~g]2 − |k1(a, b, c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g])f3[~d, ~f,~g]|
+ k0(a, b, c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g]) ≥ 0.
Therefore ∆(f3[~d, ~f,~g]; a, b, c, f2[~d, ~d], f2[~f, ~f ], f2[~g,~g]) ≥ 0 as desired.
In fact, the proof actually produced the following refined statement.
Lemma 6.4.2 If f3[~d, ~f,~g]
2 ≤ f2[~d, ~d]f2[~f, ~f ]f2[~g,~g] then M(a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g) has all
real eigenvalues for any choice of a, b, c ∈ R.
It is convenient for us to have a localized notion of self-concordance. We say F is
self-concordant at x ∈ Q if |F ′′′(x)[~h,~h,~h]| ≤ 2(F ′′(x)[~h,~h])3/2 for all ~h ∈ Rn. Then F
is self-concordant in the usual sense if it is self-concordant everywhere on its domain.
Corollary 6.4.3 Let F : Q → Rn be a convex, C3 function on the open, nonempty
convex cone Q ⊂ Rn. The following are equivalent:
1. F is self-concordant at x ∈ Q.
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2. The degree 3, dimension 3n + 3, homogeneous polynomial (a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g) 7→
Detf (M(a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g)) is hyperbolic in direction (1, 1, 1,~0,~0,~0) with f2 = F
′′(x),
f3 = −12F ′′′(x).
3. The degree 3, dimension n+3, homogeneous polynomial (a, b, c,~h) 7→ Detf (M(a, b, c,~h,~h,~h))
is hyperbolic in direction (1, 1, 1,~0) with f2 = F
′′(x), f3 = −12F ′′′(x).
4. The degree 3, dimension n+1, homogeneous polynomial (a,~h) 7→ Detf (M(a, a, a,~h,~h,~h))
is hyperbolic in direction (1,~0) with f2 = F
′′(x), f3 = −12F ′′′(x).
Proof (1 ⇒ 2) The “if” part of Theorem (6.4.1).
(2 ⇒ 3 ⇒ 4) The univariate polynomials λ 7→ Detf (M − λE) in (3) are just a
subset of those in (2), and those in (4) are a yet smaller subset.
(4 ⇒ 1) From the proof of the “only if” part of Theorem (6.4.1).
Since − ln p(·) is a self-concordant barrier function for hyperbolicity cone K(p; e)
[25], we have the following as well.
Corollary 6.4.4 Given self-concordant F on Q and corresponding SMFT f as in
the previous corollary, let J = {x ∈ R : M(x) f 0}, and G(x) = − ln Detf M(x).
Then G is a self-concordant barrier for J .
We mentioned in Section 3.2 that the requirement that all the elements of V n×n
come from isomorphic vector spaces is not as restrictive as it might at first seem.
In the same way, the results of this chapter have application to broader classes of
matrix structures than what may be at first apparent. We now illustrate this with
an example.
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Say that we have vector spaces Vi,j ' Vj,i for i = 1, 2, i < j ≤ 3, three bilinear
forms Bi,j : Vi,j × Vj,i → R, a trilinear form T : V1,2 × V1,3 × V2,3 → R, R˜ =







We define a determinant on this abstract matrix space as a natural extension of Detf ,
now using the three distinct Bi,js, respectively, instead of the former single f2.
Proposition 6.4.5 The degree three homogeneous polynomial x 7→ Det(M˜(x)) is
hyperbolic in direction (1, 1, 1,~0,~0,~0) if and only if
T [~d, ~f,~g]2 ≤ B1,2[~d, ~d]B1,3[~f, ~f ]B2,3[~g,~g]
for all ~d ∈ V1,2, ~f ∈ V1,3, and ~g ∈ V2,3.
Proof Construct the composite vector space V = V1,2 × V1,3 × V2,3. Then we can
consider the image of M˜(x) over x ∈ R˜ to be a subset of RD(V 3×3) by the obvious
embedding. Moreover, define f2[(~d, ~f,~g), (~d, ~f,~g)] = B1,2[~d, ~d] +B1,3[~f, ~f ] +B2,3[~g,~g],
and f3 on RD(V
3×3) as any extension of the restricted trilinear form defined by
f3[(~d,~0,~0), (~0, ~f ,~0), (~0,~0, ~g)] = T [~d, ~f,~g]. If the hypothesis of the lemma is satisfied,
then by Lemma 6.4.2 M˜(x) has all real eigenvalues for any x ∈ R˜.
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Now say that we have some ~d, ~f,~g such that
T [~d, ~f,~g]2 > B1,2[~d, ~d]B1,3[~f, ~f ]B2,3[~g,~g].
We will show that x 7→ Det(M˜(x)) is not hyperbolic by considering three cases. In
case 1 and 2 we refer to B1,2 for the sake of simplicity, but these cases are intended
to cover the other Bs in analogous manner.






clearly has complex eigenvalues.







we have Det(M˜−λE) = −λ3+(B1,3[~f, ~f ]+B2,3[~g,~g])λ+2T [ ~αd, ~f,~g]. The discriminant
is ∆(α) = −108α2T [~d, ~f,~g]2 + 4(B1,3[~f, ~f ] + B2,3[~g,~g])3. For large enough α, ∆ is
negative.
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we have Det(M˜ − λE) =
−λ3 + 3
B1,2[~d, ~d]B1,3[~f, ~f ]B2,3[~g,~g]
λ+
2T [~d, ~f,~g]




B1,2[~d, ~d]B1,3[~f, ~f ]B2,3[~g,~g]− T [~d, ~f,~g]2
(B1,2[~d, ~d]B1,3[~f, ~f ]B2,3[~g,~g])4
which is negative by assumption.
The notion of positive semi-definiteness for a symmetric real matrix is character-
ized by any of one of several distinct yet equivalent conditions. Several of these carry
over to our symmetric 3× 3 abstract matrices.
Proposition 6.4.6 Assume that x 7→ Detf (M(x)) is hyperbolic in direction e. The
following are equivalent ways of expressing the condition M(x) f 0:
1. The sum of the i × i principal minors are positive for i = 1, . . . , 3 (σˆ1(x) >
0, σˆ2,f (x) > 0, σˆ3,f (x) > 0).
2. All principal minors of M(x) are positive.
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3. The leading principal minors of M(x) are positive.
4. All the eigenvalues of x are positive.
Proof We have already observed earlier in this section that condition 1 is equivalent
to 4. We now wish to prove the equivalence of conditions 1 through 3.
Say that any one of these three conditions is satisfied for M(a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g). Then
σˆ3,f (x) > 0, which implies aB[~g,~g] + bB[~f, ~f ] + cB[~d, ~d] − abc < 2T [~d, ~f,~g] ≤
2
√
B[~d, ~d]B[~f, ~f ]B[~g,~g]. That fact, combined with any one of the three criteria above
is enough to conclude that the matrix M1 in the proof of Theorem 6.4.1 is positive
definite, which in turn implies the all three of the criteria in question are satisfied.
6.5 Duality
Given a cone K in an inner product space V , the dual of K in V is K∗ = {y ∈
V : 〈x, y〉 ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ K}. Not surprisingly, many helpful properties of the duality (∗)
operation can be built up with elementary proofs, given the appropriate background,
such as (see, e.g., [15]):
1. For convex cone K, (K∗)∗ = cl(K).
2. For convex cones K1 and K2, (K1 ∩K2)∗ = cl(K∗1 +K∗2) = cl(conv(K∗1 ∪K∗2)),
where the closure becomes superfluous if K1 ∩ int(K2) 6= ∅.
3. If W is a subspace of V then the dual of W in V is W ∗ = W⊥.
As a corollary to items 2 and 3 we have the following.
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Lemma 6.5.1 Let K1 be a convex cone in inner product space V . Let W be a sub-
space of V , with inner product on W defined as the inner product of V restricted to
W , and let PrW : V → W be the orthogonal projection. Let K∗1 represent the dual of
K1 in V . Then the dual of K1 ∩W in W is cl(PrW K∗1) where the closure becomes
superfluous if int(K1) ∩W 6= ∅. (Informally: the dual of a linear slice of a convex
cone is the projection of the original dual.)
Say that we have an SMFT f on E such that the self-concordant property is
satisfied for B = f2 and T = f3 (this assumption carries through the rest of this
section). Clearly f2  0 (f2 is positive semi-definite). Say that f2[~h,~h] = 0 for
some ~h 6= 0, then by necessity f3[~h] vanishes as well. Moving from, say, x to x +
(0, 0, 0, α~h, β~h, γ~h) thus has no bearing on the determinant Detf (·) and no bearing
on membership in the cone K; in other words, K contains a line (in fact, in this case
K contains a three dimensional affine space). This can also be expressed by saying
that the hyperbolic polynomial x 7→ Detf (x) is not complete (see, e.g., [25]).
The above case doesn’t add anything interesting to our study of hyperbolic poly-
nomials and hyperbolicity cones, so assume now that f2  0. In this case f2 defines
an inner product 〈~h,~h〉 ≡ f2[~h,~h]. Let E be the inner product space endowed with
this inner product. In the remainder of this section we will use 〈·, ·〉 notation rather
than f2[·, ·] notation in order to be consistent with standard duality theory for convex
cones.
Define an inner product on the space R of Section 6.4 by
〈(a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g), (x, y, z, ~r, ~s,~t)〉 ≡ ax+ by + cz + 2〈d, r〉+ 2〈f, s〉+ 2〈g, t〉,
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consistent with an intuitive notion of how an inner product on our abstract matrix
space would operate. Likewise, on the space R2 = R × R × R × E (as in Corollary
6.4.3) we define
〈(a, b, c, ~d), (x, y, z, ~r)〉 ≡ ax+ by + cz + 6〈d, r〉,
and on R3 = R × E we define
〈(a, ~d), (x,~r)〉 ≡ 3ax+ 6〈d, r〉.
Consider R3 as a subspace of R2 via the embedding (a, ~d) ' (a, a, a, ~d). Then
the orthogonal projection (under the R2 inner product) of (a, b, c, ~d) onto R2 is
(s, s, s, ~d) ' (s, ~d) where s = (a+ b+ c)/3.
We are now ready to establish some expressions for the dual of a third order
cone. Although these expressions unfortunately still involve an infinite number of
inequalities (as does the generic definition of the dual), it is interesting to see how
the notion of self-concordance appears again, this time in a different way from that
of the original hyperbolicity cone.
Theorem 6.5.2 Let K = {y = (j, k, l, ~m,~n, ~o) : M(y)  0}, then (a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g) ∈
K∗ if and only if a, b, c ≥ 0 and for all ~r, ~s,~t ∈ E
√
(a+ 〈~t,~t〉)(b+ 〈~s, ~s〉)(c+ 〈~r, ~r〉) ≥ f3[~r, ~s,~t]− 〈~d, ~r〉 − 〈~f,~s〉 − 〈~g,~t〉.
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Let K2 = {(j, k, l, ~m) : M(j, k, l, ~m, ~m, ~m)  0}, then (a, b, c, ~d) ∈ K∗2 if and only
if a, b, c ≥ 0 and for all ~r ∈ E
√
(a+ 〈~r, ~r〉)(b+ 〈~r, ~r〉)(c+ 〈~r, ~r〉) ≥ f3[~r, ~r, ~r]− 3〈~d, ~r〉.
Let K3 = {(j, ~m) : M(j, j, j, ~m, ~m, ~m)  0}, then (a, ~d) ∈ K∗3 if and only if a ≥ 0
and for all ~r ∈ E
(a+ 〈~r, ~r〉)3/2 ≥ f3[~r, ~r, ~r]− 3〈~d, ~r〉.






























for arbitrary ~r, ~s,~t ∈ E and small enough . Therefore, for any (a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g) ∈ K∗,
we have a, b, c ≥ 0, and if a = b = c = 0 then ~d = ~f = ~g = 0. In this latter case the
statement of our theorem amounts to (6.2), which is satisfied by assumption. As we
consider the non-trivial elements of K∗ we assume, WLOG, that c > 0. We will show
that (a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g) ∈ K∗ if and only if the inequality of the theorem is satisfied.
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We are interested in
δ = inf
(x,y,z,~r,~s,~t)∈K0
〈(a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g), (x, y, z, ~r, ~s,~t)〉
because δ ≥ 0 if and only if (a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g) ∈ K∗. But since K0 is a cone we either
have δ = 0 or δ = −∞. So in fact, we need not consider all (x, y, z, ~r, ~s,~t) ∈ K0 in
order to gain the desired information about K∗. We need only consider a subset K˜0
such that (R+)K˜0 = K0. Then
inf
(x,y,z,~r,~s,~t)∈K˜0
〈(a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g), (x, y, z, ~r, ~s,~t)〉 ≥ 0⇔ (a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g) ∈ K∗.
Since c > 0 and xy − 〈~r, ~r〉 > 0 for (x, y, z, ~r, ~s,~t) ∈ K, we will restrict our attention
to the subset K˜0 of K0 with elements satisfying xy − 〈r, r〉 = c.
inf 〈(a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g), (x, y, z, ~r, ~s,~t)〉
s.t. (x, y, z, ~r, ~s,~t) ∈ K0
xy − 〈~r, ~r〉 = c
=
inf ax+ by + cz + 2〈~d, ~r〉+ 2〈~f,~s〉+ 2〈~g,~t〉
s.t. x > 0
xy − 〈~r, ~r〉 = c
cz > x〈~t,~t〉+ y〈~s, ~s〉 − 2f3[~r, ~s,~t]
~r, ~s,~t ∈ E
=
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inf ax+ by + x〈~t,~t〉+ y〈~s, ~s〉 − 2f3[~r, ~s,~t] + 2〈~d, ~r〉+ 2〈~f,~s〉+ 2〈~g,~t〉
s.t. x > 0
xy − 〈~r, ~r〉 = c
~r, ~s,~t ∈ E
=
inf x(a+ 〈~t,~t〉) + (c+〈~r,~r〉)(b+〈~s,~s〉)
x
− 2f3[~r, ~s,~t] + 2〈~d, ~r〉+ 2〈~f,~s〉+ 2〈~g,~t〉
s.t. x > 0




(a+ 〈~t,~t〉)(b+ 〈~s, ~s〉)(c+ 〈~r, ~r〉)− 2f3[~r, ~s,~t] + 2〈~d, ~r〉+ 2〈~f,~s〉+ 2〈~g,~t〉
s.t. ~r, ~s,~t ∈ E .
We can use the same method with very few modifications to prove the second claim
of the theorem (regarding K2).
As for the third claim, since we do not have three independent scalar variables
along the diagonal, it appears that we cannot (at least directly) use the same line
of arguments as above. Clearly an element of K∗3 has a ≥ 0. By Lemma 6.5.1,
K∗3 = PrR3 K
∗
2 . For a given s ≥ 0, and any ~r ∈ E ,
max (a+ 〈~r, ~r〉)(b+ 〈~r, ~r〉)(c+ 〈~r, ~r〉)
s.t. a, b, c ≥ 0
a+ b+ c = 3s
is solved with a = b = c = s as can be seen, e.g., by the inequality of arithmetic
mean and geometric mean. Thus (s, ~d) ∈ PrR3 K∗2 = K∗3 if and only if the criteria for
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membership in K∗2 is satisfied with a = b = c = s.
Our final theorem is not a statement about third order dual cones, but rather
demonstrates their utility in proving a general result arising from convex cones. To
motivate the upcoming theorem, consider that any convex cone K with non-empty
interior in inner product space E , self-concordant barrier function F : K0 → R, and
point x ∈ K0 give rise to a commutative, bilinear product y ◦ z ≡ (−1/2)F ′′′(x)[y, z].
In certain special cases, this product has very powerful structural properties.
Example Let E be the cone of symmetric positive semi-definite matrices in Rr×r,
and F (X) = − ln Det(X). Then F ′′(I)[Y, Z] = Tr(Y Z) where I ∈ Rr×r is the identity
matrix, and it is natural for us to choose this quantity as the (Frobenius) inner product
〈Y, Z〉. Under this inner product,
−1
2
F ′′′(X)[Y, Z] =
X−1Y X−1ZX−1 +X−1ZX−1Y X−1
2
.
When X = I we have Y ◦ Z = (Y Z + ZY )/2. The Frobenius norm is sub-
multiplicative, so
‖Y ◦ Z‖ = 1
2
‖Y Z + ZY ‖ ≤ 1
2
(‖Y Z‖+ ‖ZY ‖) ≤ ‖Y ‖‖Z‖.
Example Let J be a Euclidean Jordan Algebra with Jordan product , identity
element e, and “determinant” function det(·) [19]. Define F (x) = − ln det(x) on
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the interior of the cone of (Jordan product) squares K ⊂ J . Then F is a self-
concordant barrier function3. Generalizing the example above, we have F ′′(e)[x, y] =
tr(xy). Under this trace inner product, y ◦ z ≡ (−1/2)F ′′′(x)[y, z] is the exactly the
Jordan Product yz (this can be established from [19]; for a more direct reference
see [58]).
In general, let K, F , and ◦ be defined as above with a fixed x ∈ K0. Moreover,
say that K ⊂ E is any proper cone (i.e. it is closed, convex and does not contain a
linear subspace). Then F ′′(x)[y, z] defines an inner product 〈y, z〉 [43].
Theorem 6.5.3 For any ~r, ~s ∈ E,
〈~r ◦ ~s, ~r ◦ ~s〉 ≤ 〈~r, ~r〉〈~s, ~s〉,
equivalently
‖~r ◦ ~s‖ ≤ ‖~r‖ ‖~s‖.
In general
F ′′′(x)[~r, ~s, F ′′(x)−1F ′′′(x)[~r, ~s]] ≤ 4F ′′(x)[~r, ~r]F ′′(x)[~s, ~s]
for all x ∈ K0, ~r, ~s ∈ E (both sides of this inequality do not depend on choice of inner
product).
Proof From the inner product space E , define the third order abstract symmetric
3In fact, the class of such F s are precisely the class of self-scaled self-concordant barrier functions
[41, 42, 29].
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cone space R as earlier in this section. From F define an SMFT f as throughout
this dissertation (see, e.g. Theorem 3.3.2). Let J = {j ∈ R : j f 0}. Then
(a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g) ∈ J∗ implies that ab− 〈~d, ~d〉 ≥ 0, ac− 〈f, f〉 ≥ 0, and bc− 〈g, g〉 ≥ 0.
This fact can be seen directly by considering the second-order cones that are contained
in J . Alternatively, this condition is implied by Theorem 6.5.2 as follows. Say that
(a, b, c, ~d, ~f,~g) ∈ J∗. In the first part of Theorem 6.5.2, let ~s = ~t = 0, and ~r = −α~d.
Letting α→∞ gives ab− 〈~d, ~d〉 ≥ 0.
By Corollary 6.4.4, G(j) = − ln Detf (M(j)) is a self-concordant barrier for J . Let
eR = (1, 1, 1,~0,~0,~0). It is an elementary, though slightly tedious, exercise to verify
that under the inner product given by G′′(e), for j = (x, y, z, ~r, ~s,~t) ∈ J0,
G′(j) =
(yz − 〈~t,~t〉, xz − 〈~s, ~s〉, xy − 〈~r, ~r〉, ~s ◦ ~t− z~r, ~r ◦ ~t− y~s, ~r ◦ ~s− a~t)
Detf (M(j))
.





〈~r, ~r〉, α〈~s, ~s〉/
√
〈~r, ~r〉, ~r, ~s,~0) ∈ J0
and




〈~r, ~r〉, ~r ◦ ~s).
It is well known property of self-concordant barrier functions (see, e.g., [41]) that
G′ maps the interior of J into the interior of J∗. Thus G′(a) ∈ (J∗)0 and so by the
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condition discussed at the beginning of the proof we have
(2α− 1)〈~s, ~s〉〈~r, ~r〉 − 〈~r ◦ ~s, ~r ◦ ~s〉 ≥ 0.
Letting α→ 1 gives the first (and second) claim of the theorem.
The choice of x ∈ K0 which was used (via F ′′(x) and F ′′′(x)) to define the inner
product and the ◦ product was arbitrary. The final claim of the theorem simply
rephrases the above result in an manner that doesn’t require a prior choice of inner
product.
As pointed out in [43], every convex optimization problem can be expressed as a
conic optimization problem, every proper convex cone admits a self-concordant barrier
function, and a computable self-concordant barrier function is a sufficient ingredient
for designing efficient interior point solution algorithms. We have demonstrated an
intriguing connection between third order cones and the criteria of self-concordance
for general convex cones. Since the definition of self-concordance involves only a
second and third order derivative, it appears quite possible that a very rich theory of
optimization could be discovered using only second and third order cones without need
to further generalize to higher orders. For the sake those who might be so motivated
to further explore the topics discussed in this dissertation, I have posted several pages
of personal research notes containing ideas that were not complete enough to make
it into the present work [28].
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The author has written a Matlab R© Hyperbolic Polynomial Toolbox (HPT) to im-
plement some of the ideas from this dissertation. I intend to make the HPT available
on my personal website [28]. For the underlying tensor operations, this code makes
extensive use of the Matlab Tensor Toolbox Version 2.2 which is freely distributed
by Sandia National Laboratories of the United States [2, 3, 4]. Our prototype toolbox
is not intended for any practical computations involving hyperbolic polynomials at
this point1 but is simply for illustration and research purposes.
1There are many inefficiencies in this initial version. For example, the Sandia Labs Tensor
Toolbox does not have a symmetric tensor class (as far as we know). Thus we represent symmetric
tensors as full tensors. We would like to be able to do symmetric operations on symmetric tensors
directly without ever having to allocate the memory for full tensors. Also the Tensor Toolbox does
have a sparse tensor class but we have not sought to detect sparsity in any of our tensors. If sparsity




Note: Before using the HPT you must download Tensor Toolbox Version 2.2 from
Sandia Labs [4], and make its path visible from your Matlab workspace (e.g. ad-
dpath(’../tensor toolbox 2.2’)).
The HPT contains the following directories which are roughly divided in the same
way as some of the chapters of this dissertation:
cone of squares implements the bilinear product B[T, T ] from Chapter 4.
hyperbolic polynomial utils provides functions to generate SMFTs f and σˆ as
introduced in Chapters 2 and 3 and used frequently throughout this dissertation.
In particular, the function characteristic polynomial can be used to find
the eigenvalues λ(x), given a p and e.
lsrem is used to create the LSREM representations L(x) as discussed in Chapter 5.
tensor utils contains general functions for working with tensors. These functions
are not specific to HPT but are not available in the Tensor Toolbox Version 2.2
(as far as we know).
testing functions contains general functions which need not be related to tensors
or hyperbolic at all, but which we can use to test other HPT functions. In
particular, all derivative roots returns a vector which contains the roots
of a given polynomial and all of its non-trivial derivatives. By corollary 5.4.2
we assert that the set of roots coming out of all derivative roots applied
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to the characteristic polynomial of x is the same as the set of eigenvalues of
L(e)−1L(x).
Additionally, the root directory of HPT contains a script setup.m which gives
sample code for using most of the features currently available in the HPT. This
script can be used to load a sample hyperbolic polynomial and test several assertions
based on theorems in this dissertation. For example, if Matlab is opened in the
HPT directory with the Tensor Toolbox located at ../tensor toolbox 2.2, you
can immediately run the following code to test a variety of HPT functions on 5
different hyperbolic polynomials:
>> for name_idx=1:5, setup, clear all, end
success: characteristic_polynomial_of_Lx same as...
characteristic_polynomial_of_x_in_p
success: SMFT_f corresponds to power-sum over eigenvalues
success: lsrem_rep_of_x has all real eigenvalues
success: eigenvalues of lsrem_rep_of_x match the...
eigenvalues of x in the derivatives of p
success: lsrem3_representation_of_p appears to be correct
success: B[sqrt(x),sqrt(x)] = [x 0 ... 0]
success: symmetric_B_of_T1T2 does the same as symmetric_B_of_mat
success: characteristic_polynomial_of_Lx same as...
characteristic_polynomial_of_x_in_p
success: SMFT_f corresponds to power-sum over eigenvalues
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success: lsrem_rep_of_x has all real eigenvalues
success: eigenvalues of lsrem_rep_of_x match the...
eigenvalues of x in the derivatives of p
success: lsrem3_representation_of_p appears to be correct
success: B[sqrt(x),sqrt(x)] = [x 0 ... 0]
success: symmetric_B_of_T1T2 does the same as symmetric_B_of_mat
success: characteristic_polynomial_of_Lx same as...
characteristic_polynomial_of_x_in_p
success: SMFT_f corresponds to power-sum over eigenvalues
success: lsrem_rep_of_x has all real eigenvalues
success: eigenvalues of lsrem_rep_of_x match the...
eigenvalues of x in the derivatives of p
success: lsrem3_representation_of_p appears to be correct
success: B[sqrt(x),sqrt(x)] = [x 0 ... 0]
success: symmetric_B_of_T1T2 does the same as symmetric_B_of_mat
success: characteristic_polynomial_of_Lx same as...
characteristic_polynomial_of_x_in_p
success: SMFT_f corresponds to power-sum over eigenvalues
success: lsrem_rep_of_x has all real eigenvalues
success: eigenvalues of lsrem_rep_of_x match the...
eigenvalues of x in the derivatives of p
success: lsrem3_representation_of_p appears to be correct
success: B[sqrt(x),sqrt(x)] = [x 0 ... 0]
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success: symmetric_B_of_T1T2 does the same as symmetric_B_of_mat
success: characteristic_polynomial_of_Lx same as...
characteristic_polynomial_of_x_in_p
success: SMFT_f corresponds to power-sum over eigenvalues
success: lsrem_rep_of_x has all real eigenvalues
success: eigenvalues of lsrem_rep_of_x match the...
eigenvalues of x in the derivatives of p
success: lsrem3_representation_of_p appears to be correct
success: B[sqrt(x),sqrt(x)] = [x 0 ... 0]
??? Out of memory. Type HELP MEMORY for your options.
The script is unable to test the final assertion on the final example because Mat-
lab runs out of memory. As noted earlier, there is significant room for improvement
in the HPT’s use of memory. On the other hand, as noted in 4.3, the space of hy-
perbolic polynomials themselves grows large quite quickly as a function of n and r.
Thus there is an inherent difficulty facing anyone who wants to do computations with
general hyperbolic polynomials (as opposed to special “small” sub-classes).
A.2 LSREM Representation
Here we present an example to illustrate what an element from our LSREM repre-
sentation corresponding to a non-trivial hyperbolic polynomial can look like.
We take our sample hyperbolic polynomial to be the determinant of the LSREM
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(7.2.1) of [46] which is given by
L(a, b, c, d) =

a+ b c+ αd d
c− αd a 0
d 0 a
 .
This is found in the HPT at lsrem/example lsrem files/oshime721.m. Thus
e = (1, 0, 0, 0) and L(e) is the identity matrix in R3×3. In this case E = R4 so the




i = 40 + 41 + 42 = 21 and L(x) ∈ R21×21.









Using lsrem representation, then in the notation of Section 5.4 we have L(e) =
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
6 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 3 6 2 0 0 3,
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10L(x) ≈
34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0
0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0
0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 0 5 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 0 8 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 1 0
34 14 16 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 0 10
0 0 0 0 34 14 16 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 0 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 14 16 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 0 8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 14 16 2 0 0 0 34 1
67 29 32 4 29 29 16 2 32 16 48 0 4 2 0 36 67 29 32 4 34,
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and 10 ∗ L(e)−1L(x) ≈
11 −1 −3 0 1 1 1 0 5 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 −1 1 4 0 0
0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 11 −1 −3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 −1 −3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 −1 −3 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 8 1 −3 −2 −3 0 −16 −8 −2 0 −2 −1 0 −1 11 −2 −11 −1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 2 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 1 0 0 0 11 1
0 0 0 0 6 4 5 1 32 16 3 0 4 2 0 2 0 4 21 3 11.
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(Values have been rounded for the sake of convenient display.)
The eigenvalues of L(e)−1L(x) are
1.1190 0.6243 1.6136 2.0451 0.3546 0.9572
which precisely correspond to the set of eigenvalues of x in direction e in the hyperbolic
polynomials p, p′, and p′′.
A.3 Cone of Squares
It turned out that the x used in the previous section had all positive eigenvalues, i.e.
x ∈ K(p; e). Thus, in the notation of Section 4.2, there exists a T = (T1, T2, T3) ∈ C
such that B[T, T ] = (x, 0, 0). The HPT function sqrt wrt B of TT tells us that
one such T (the one which uses all positive square roots in the formula shown in the










0.2876 0.1459 0.2405 0.0426
0.1459 0.0740 0.1220 0.0216
0.2405 0.1220 0.2011 0.0357
0.0426 0.0216 0.0357 0.0063

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T3(:, :, 1) =

0.6055 0.3070 0.5062 0.0898
0.3070 0.1557 0.2567 0.0455
0.5062 0.2567 0.4232 0.0750
0.0898 0.0455 0.0750 0.0133

T3(:, :, 2) =

0.3070 0.1557 0.2567 0.0455
0.1557 0.0790 0.1302 0.0231
0.2567 0.1302 0.2146 0.0381
0.0455 0.0231 0.0381 0.0067

T3(:, :, 3) =

0.5062 0.2567 0.4232 0.0750
0.2567 0.1302 0.2146 0.0381
0.4232 0.2146 0.3539 0.0627
0.0750 0.0381 0.0627 0.0111

T3(:, :, 4) =

0.0898 0.0455 0.0750 0.0133
0.0455 0.0231 0.0381 0.0067
0.0750 0.0381 0.0627 0.0111
0.0133 0.0067 0.0111 0.0020

.
Alternatively, T can be expressed in vector form by taking the “symmetric part”
of each of T1, T2, and T3. In the HPT, the functions t2svec and svec2t convert
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between these two formats. Thus we get the following vector representation of T :
(0.5224, 0.2649, 0.4368, 0.0774, 0.2876, 0.1459, 0.2405, 0.0426, 0.0740, 0.1220, 0.0216,
0.2011, 0.0357, 0.0063, 0.6055, 0.3070, 0.5062, 0.0898, 0.1557, 0.2567, 0.0455, 0.4232, 0.0750,
0.0133, 0.0790, 0.1302, 0.0231, 0.2146, 0.0381, 0.0067, 0.3539, 0.0627, 0.0111, 0.0020).
Finally, the vector form of B[T, T ] is computed to be
(0.9572, 0.4854, 0.8003, 0.1419, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000,
0.000, 0.000, 0.000,−0.000,−0.000,−0.000,−0.000, 0.000,−0.000, 0.000,−0.000,
−0.000,−0.000,−0.000,−0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000,−0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000).
